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Wiley Trenholm, who can
whomp up a good meal out at
his place, has this sign up: "No
Shots, No Shirt, No Service."
said.
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During the Civil War some
officer disobeyed or failed to
comprehend an order. "I
believe I'll sit down," said
Secretary Stanton, and give
that man a piece of my mind."
"Do so," said Lincoln, "write
him while you have it on your
mind. Make it sharp. Cut him
all up." Stanton did not need a
second invitation. It was a bone
crusher that he read to the
president.
"'That's right," said Lincoln,
"That's a good one."
"Whom can I send it by?"
mused the secretary.
"Send it!" replied Lincoln.
"Why, don't send it at all. Tear
it up. You have freed your mind
on the subject, and that is all
that is rwessary...you never
want to send such letters; I
never do."
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AssomrGirls Busk•tbalt Discussod

County Schools Lunch
Prices Are Increased
CARMAN PARKS, center, teacher of agriculture at Calloway County High School, was ceded
president of the Kentucky Vocational Agriculture Teachers Association at the meeting at!Whammed.
Others named were Pat Henderson, left, secretary-treasurer, Breckenridge County High Scheel.
Hardinsburg,and Champ Rushing, vice-president, Union County High School, Morganfleid.
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Carman Parks, a teacher of
vocational agriculture at
Calloway County High School,
was elected state president of
Vocational Agriculture
Teachers Association at the
fourth Kentucky conference on
vocational education held at
Eastern State University, Richmond, August 6-9.
Parks has thirty-five years
in
experience
teaching
vocational education and is
married to the former Crystal
Fondaw. They have two sons,
Max who is married to the
former Carolyn Erwin, and
Michael Ray at home.
The Calloway teacher has
served in many capacities in the
field of education including past

Rescue Rotket Rolled
To Launch Pad Today

Increases in school lunches
and the discussion of a girls
basketball program were
among the items on the agenda
of the Calloway County School
Board meeting Monday night,
according to superintendent
William B. Miller.
School lunches will be increased to • 40 cents for
elementary schools and 45 cents
for Calloway High School,
Miller said. Both prices.
represent five cent increases
over last year.
No ethos- was taken, but
general approval was given to
the implementation of the girls
basketball program, tentatively
scheduled to begin in the 1974-75
school year, Miller said.
The superintendent said that
the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association Board of
Control has voted recently not

president of the Calloway
County Teachers Association
and the Kentucky Vocational
Teachers
Agricultural
Association. He is presently
director of the Calloway County
Farm Bureau and Calloway
County Fair Board,lark=et
the Hazel United Methodist
Church, and has membership in
FDEA, KEA, NA, KVA,
KVATA, NVATA, and AVA.
While president of the
KVATA, Parks will have the
responsibility of leading and
representing 2410 vocational
agriculture teachers who are
A lesson on "Drying Flowers"
teaching in 165 departments
be given by Mrs. Bertie
will
throughout the state. Parks will
Gingles on Thursday, August 16,
also work with the Executive
at eleven a.m. at the St. John's
(See Parks,Page 10)
Senior Citizens Center on West
Main Street.
Mrs. Gingles said she would
demonstrate the open-air
method of drying and the
method using sand. Flowers for
One accident occurred the demonstration will be
Monday in the city and was furnished.
All Senior Citizens of Murray
Investigated by the Murray City
and Calloway County are inPolice.
Investigating officers said vited to attend.
David P. Veteto of Lexington.
Tennessee, was going south on At CEA Conference
Highway 641 and was traveling
In the right lane of traffic.
Officers said that Veteto put
on his blinker when a truck in
front of him made a right turn.

Lesson On Drying
Flowers Planned
For Senior Group

One Accident Is
Reported Monday

Policemen said a second car
driven by Joan Broach Morris
of Murray Route One was in
Belaire Shopping Center,
waiting to pull out onto the highway.
According to the police
report, the driver of the Morris
vehicle thought the Veteto car
was going to turn.
Policemen said the Morris
auto pulled onto the highway
and was struck in the left front
by the front end of the Veteto
car.

Both cars received damage,
police officers said.

to start the girls state basketball tournament until the 1874-75
school year, with the tournament to be held in 1975. Miller
said that the program will most
likely be begun in the fall of
1974, and added that more information would be available
later.
In other action, resignations
of several personnel were acMrs.
including
cepted,
Elizabeth Bell, a bus driver for
Hazel Mrs. Ruth Gillespie, a
teacher at Calloway High;
Mrs. Linda Smotherman, a
re'
teacher at 'New -Con-.
cord; andttrs. Judith Meridith,
a teacher at Calloway High. A
leave of absence due to illness
was also given to Mrs. Ann
Wood.
The board also approved the
health program, with Mrs.
Lucille Ross elected as school
nurse, and all Title I teachers
were elected. Non-certified
personnel were also elected.
The board designated the
Peoples Bank and the Bank of
Murray as paying agents for
future bond sales, Miller said.
Changes in bus routes were also
approved.
The board voted to become a
part of the ROPES (Regional
Organization for Providing
Educational Services) if it is
established by the State
Department of Education.
The next board meeting was
moved to September 7 at 7:30
p.m., and the board also moved
to recess this month's meeting
until August n, when the board
will meet with the fiscal court
on receiving bids for the three
new elementary schools.

Cellos/ray County High School
and the six elementary centers
at Almo, Faxon, Hazel,
Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New
Concord, will open with half day
session on Monday, August 20,
according to William B. Miller,
superintendent of Calloway
County Schools.
A full day of school will be
held on Tuesday, August 21,
with busses running their
regular routes and schedules,
and lunches being served in the
cafeterias.
All elementary: students,
grades one through eight at
each of the schools, will register
on Monday, August 20. All high
school students who have not
are
registered
already
requested to get in touch with
Principal Howard Crittenden
immediately so that records
can be completed before
Monday, Supt. Miller said.
Duekwice increjsfis in food,
elementary lunch prices will
Increased to forty centS and
high school lunches to forty-five
cents. Supt. Miller said further
increases may be necessary at
all levels if prices for food
continue upward.
The calendar calls for 185
days with students being in
attendance on 177 of those days.
is
in-service
Teacher

August
17, and this officially opens the
term, Miller said. All teachers
will assemble at the Calloway
County High School at 1:15 a.m.
on Friday for the in-service
program.
The school calendar for the
1973-74 school year is as follows:
August 17-In-service for
staff
August 20-School opens day.
Agusut 21-Full day of school.
September-Labor Day
Holiday.
October 12-FDEA - No
School.
Nov. 22-23 -Thanksgiving
Holidays.
Dec. 19-Jan 2-Christmas
Holidays.
February 1-In Service for
Staff.
March 14-15-No School State Basketball Tournament.
April 15-19-Spring Break KEW.'
May 23-Professional Day.
May 24-School Closes.
The Title I program which
provides for Remedial Reading,
Library Services, anu Health
Services has been reduced by
the Federal Government from
$85,000 for the school year of
1972-73 to $57,000 for the school
(See Schools, Page 10
•

University School To Open
For Fall Semester Monday
Murray State University
Laboratory School will have
registration for the fall
semester on Monday,August 20,
at 8:30 am., according to the
Director, Dr. Janice Hooks.
All students planning to attend the University School for
the 1973-74 school year should be
present and registered on this
date.
The first full day of school,
with lunch being served, will be

LBL A 'Place To Learn As Well
As Play,' Says Chairman Wagner
of the nation's population, he
BOArillitkelINTOSH
the recreation area is also
said
"A place to learn as well as
being used to teach people that
play."
are still totally dependent
That simple but Meaningful
land and upon its proper
the
on
summation of the Land Betand use."
ween the Lakes*. been the conservation
a national conto
Speaking
Valley-intent of the Tennessee
Conservation
the
of
ference
Authority since the inception of
Association on the
the 170,000-acre area in 1963, Education
Murray State
according to Aubrey J. Wagner, campus of
Wagner
today,
University
chairman of the TVA board of
stressed the 40-year-old partdirectors.
TVA and the people
Noting that the LBL is located nership of
toward a single
region
the
of
within a day's drive of one-third

end purpose-"to improve the
quality of life."
In his keynote address to
about 160 delegates from across
the United States to the 20th
anniversary conference of the
CEA, which began Sunday and
continues through Thursday,
Wagner drew into sharp focus
the role of the TVA in the
growing drama of conflict
between the economy and the
environment:
(See CEA,Page 10)

Marketbasket Survey Shows New
Price Increases After Phase 4
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Carman -Parks Elected As
_State President of KVATA

A "Hit The Green Contest,"
"Fore!" yelled the golfer, held Saturday and Sunday at
(See Sees & Heard,Page 101
the Fifth Annual Shrine Golf
Tournament here, netted a
donation of $287 for the
Dystrophy
Muscular
Association of America.
The contest, held on the par
three, 190-yard 17th hole, was
won Saturday by Beck Wilson,
closest to the hole at 5 feet, 5"4
inches; and Sunday by Bootey
Frey, 7 feet, 5 inches.
Four persons were injured in
Volunteers working the
an auto accident today at 8:30 contest were Karen Allbritten,
of
a.m., according to officials
Ddirothy
Bland,
Debbie
the Murray-Calloway County Hamilton, George Korth,
Hospital.
Bonnie Lyons, Tony McClure,
Injured were Lil Shuberg, Sharon Meyers,Terry Rice, and
Martha F. Osmus, Brenda Leigh Woodruff.
Shuberg, and Lynn Robinson,
according to hospital officials.
Mrs. Oamus was admitted to
the hospital for treatment of a
laceration of the forehead, and
possible abdominal injuries,
and an injury to the right knee,
hospital officials said.
Mrs. Shuberg was being
treated today for abrasions and _ _SPACE CENTER, Houston their 18th day in spaceith
contusions, but had not been, (AP)- The rocket and space- medical and solar astronomy'
admitted this morning.
ship being readied as possible experiments.
Brenda Shuberg, age 2, was rescue vehicles for the Skylab 2
The Saturn 1B rocket, with
also being treated this morning astronauts rolled to the launch an Apollo perched on top, befor contusions, and a possible pad today at Cape Kennedy, gan the 3/
2-mile trip from an
1
leg injury.
Fla
assembly building to the launch
Robinson was under obMade, Sky- pad at 7 a.m. They were standAs the move
servation this morning for a lab Director William C. Schnei- ing upright on a giant tracked
possible rib injury and forehead der announced that if a rescue transport which moved at a torinjury, officials said.
mission is flown, it won't be un- toise pace of leas than one mike
Details of the accident were til Sept. 25, the normal end of an hour.not available, but city police the planned 59-day flight.
The Saturn 1B originally was
reported that the accident
However, Schneider and oth- to have been ready for launchoccurred on North 16th Ex- er officials remained confident ing as early as Sept 10. But
tended, near the Coles Cam- that Alan L. Bean, Dr. Owen K. with things going well aboard
pground Road. The accident Gan-iott and Jack R. Lousma the orbiting station, Schneider
was investigated by the Ken- will be able to return safely to said today that he had "ditucky State Police, according to earth on that date in their own rected the Kennedy Space CenMurray City Police.
Apollo ship despite two leaky ter to prepare the vehicles for
jet steering engines.
launch no ear!1er than Sept.
The rescue craft are being
prepared as a precaution and
If a rescue is not necessary,
would be launched only if there the rocket and spacecraft will
were further deterioration of be used to carry the Skylab 3
Apollo systems.
(See Skylab,Page 10)
The astronauts were busy on
Sheriff Clyde Steele has
reported the theft of a 94h.p.
Evinrude outboard boat motor
from a boat belonging to Ruble
Taylor of Lynn Grove.
Steele said that the boat was
at Pine Bluff Shores when the
theft occurred.
A $25 reward is offered by
a state holiday in honor of VJ
By LOUISR,COOK
Taylor for the return of the
Day.
Writer
Press
Associated
motor, according to Sheriff
The survey showed that, from
The pocketbook pinch worsSteele.
ened during the first two weeks July 31 to Aug. 13, 72 per cent
of August as the nation pre- of the 180 items checked in the
pared for further price hikes 12 cities went up in price; 8 per
with Monday's debut of Phase cent went down in price; 57 per
iNNIIIIM11111111111111111MMINIMIt 4, an Associated Press market- cent were unchanged; and 13
per cent were not available on
basket shows.
Partial clearing this afterThe AP has been keeping one of the two check dates.
noon. Warm but less humid, tabs on 15 food and nonfood
An earlier check showed that
with the high in the low to mid items in 13 -cities across the 17 per cent of the items in the
80s. Clearing and cooler country since March 1, rech- 12 cities went up in price betonight, with a low in the low ecking the prices at the begin- tween July 23 and July 31. Six
60s. Sunny and warm Wednes- ning of each month with special per cent went down during that
day, with a high in the mid 80s surveys in between.
period; 65 per cent were unPartly cloudy and warm ThursA check made Mon4ay changed; and 12 per cent were
day.
showed fresh price rises on top unavailable
The results sounded like a
of already-healthy increases
broker record: eggs and pork
that turned up earlier.
Thursday through Saturday:
The AP surveyed the prints sliops led the list of higherPartly cloudy, very warm
ice items again.
days and mild nights Thursday in 12 cities Monday. The prime
Food prices, except for beef,
through Saturday. Little or no In Providence, R.I., normally
chance of showers. Highs upper the 13th city in the market- have been rising ever since
80s to low 90s, and lows in the basket, were unavailable be- President Nixon announced in
•
ehloto
Oak
July that erne-feelers and sellers

Outboard Motor
Reported Stolen
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could pass on increases in raw
agricultural products. Reel
prices are frozen until Sept 12,
despite meat industry efforts to
get the ceiling lifted.
Further price increases-to
reflect additional increased
costs-will be allowed under
P'hane 4 on food and nonfood
items. Large manufacturers
must give 30 days' notice of.
their intention to raise prices,
while smaller companies can
up the bill immediately.
The total marketbasket bill in
the AP survey was up in nine
of the 12 cities checked. Most of
the decreases were due to special sales on one particular
item, rather than general de,
clines.
• Eggs went up in price in 10 of
cities in the period front July
23 to July 31 and were unavailable in the other two. They rose
(See Survey,Page 10)

Tuesday, August 21, Dr. Hooks
said.
Teachers for the 1973-74
school year are:
Primary Grades-Miss Jean
Nell
Cooper; Mrs. Joe
Rayburn; Mrs. Sue Chaney;
and Miss Vanda Gibson.
Intermediate grades-Mrs.
Golds Waters; Miss Venona
Rogers; and Mrs. Janice Rose.
Art, Mrs. Sylvia Puckett;
Physical Education, Mrs.
Shirley Wilferd; Librarian,
Mrs. Margaret Terhune ; Music,- Mrs.
Shown;
Margery
and
Guidance
Assistant
Director, Mrs. Joe Lovett; and
School Secretary, Mrs. Benita
Greer.
The School Calendar of
Events for the 1973-74 school
year is as follows:
20,
August
Monday,
Registration Day;
Tuesday, August 21, First full
day of school (8:30-2:45);
Monday, September 3, Labor
Day holiday, No school;
Friday, October 12, F.D.E.A.,
Professional Day, No school;
Friday, October 19, Conference Day, No school;
Thursday, November 22,
Thnaltsgiving Day, holiday, No
school;
Friday, November 23, No
school;
_Tuesday, December 18,
Christmas Music Program
(7:00-p.m.};
December 21-January 1,
Vacation;
Wednesday, January 2, First
day of school-2nd Semester;
Friday, March 1, Conference
Day, No school;
Friday, March 72, Last day of
school prior to Spring Break;
Monday, April 1, First day of
school after Spring Break;
Friday, May 17, Last day of
current school year.

Three Local Persons
Pass CPA Examination

Kentucky (left) Is greeted by Wayne Williams
AT CEA CONFERENCE-LA.Gov.Julian Carroll of
prior to the Monday general session of
University
State
Murray
(right) of the School of Education at
Association on the campus. Also
Education
the thth anniversary conference of the Conservation
of Murray, retired teacher. Carron
shown. arelnducidi Mayor Dolly McNutt, and Thomas McCoy
McNutt served as guest chairtnah for the
welcomed delegates of the nationifoiganization and Mrs.
which began Sunday and continues
meeting,
the
for
session. Williams is the campus coordinator
Thursday.
through
(Photo by Wilson Woolley

Three Murrayans are among
OS from Kentucky who successfully completed the May
1973 Certified Public Accountant examination
Robert K. Martin, Laverne L.
Davis, and Herschell D. Guhy
Will receive certificates at the ,
September 21 dinner meeting
the Kentucky Society CPAs a(
Bluegrass Convention Center in
Louisville.
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State Economic Growth During
The Last Year 'Unprecedented'
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and Robert
commissioner,
Kentucky's surging economy Kentucky.
statistical
make
MacDonald,
don't
facts
these
"If
half
a
during the last year and
has blossomed with such others take notice with envy, I illpervisor.
Kenfullness that the Ford Ad- can't imagine what will," Ford, .. The continuance of
into
trends
economic
the
show
tucky's
they
"Certainly
se.ki.
second
ministration called for a
before success of new directions being 1973 has prompted the Comstatistical review
releasing what the Governor taken by state government in merce Commissioner to tell
terms, "unprecedented stimulating economic growth Ford that a "breathing period,"
along with a viable atmosphere must be expected.
figures."
"Some tailing off of the
The largest labor force ever, for success in the private
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
rate is inevitable,"
growth
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
sectors."
unemdeclines in
sharp
Ford said that while he was Harrison reported. "Gains at
personal income
ployment,
TUESDAY—AUGUST 14, On
gains, accelerated consumer "extremely pleased," with the the rate of the past 18 months
activity, and brisk business results of new initiatives by can't be indefinitely sustained
growth all add up to a banner 18 state government, there were without a breathing period."
For example, during the first
months for the Commonwealth. corresponding factors brining
Not only did Kentucky's Kentucky to its protest half of 1973, nonagricultural
wage and salary employment
Uttering may be the most reviled but most widely
economic boom in 1972 outstrip economic levet
1,024,500 for a
Inaveraged
business,
credited
He
it.,
outEveryone.ismainfit
far
pallutinn
it
of
year,
previous
the
form
practiced
.-se of 58,700'.
dustry and —lei:vice ageiberlats- numerical Mei-ea
distanced national gains.
—iMMINWEk
,
in theory. but a lot of people continue doing it.
"imaginative activity," over the first half of 1972. And
with
enthusiastic
are
we
say
"To
National
Otherwise, a survey conducted by the
economic which has dovetailed with state with 1972 far exceeding 1971 by
our
about
Academy of Sciences would not have come up with
achievements would be an efforts to build the economy. 5.9 per cent, some peaking can
-e•
productivity is a be expected.
so much dirt. Correlating efforts with highway
understatement," Gov. Ford "Labor
New industrial activity was
departments in 29 states., the academy found
said after receiving reports necessary ingredient for sucFord added, "and brisk however, during the first
from both the Economic cess,"
that the average mile of highway in the United
Commerce Kentucky is blessed with an six months of this year. Betand
Security
States is the depository for 16,000 pieces of trash
Departments. "The year 1972 exceptionally strong work ween January and July, 226 new
.every year.
firms expressed an interest in
was not just a milestone for force."
Paper makes up 60 per cent of it, with cans, bottles
Commerce Commissioner Kentucky with 39 announcing
nonagricultural employment, it
and plastic items contributing an additional 28 per
was a year of growth without Damon Harrison said the return new facilities and an inprecedent during the post World on Kentucky investments by vestment of $150 million. In
cent. The other 12 per cent includes such discards as
industry are well above average addition, 29 existing industrial
War II era," he added.
automobiles and clothing.
are influential factors in firms announced expansions
and
of
months
six
first
the
And
'Every highway maintenance crew has its own list
1973 show a continuing upward shifting output to Kentucky totalling $52 million.
steady
a
of stories to tell about the rdth strewn in
operations.
Analysts see spirited contrend, records reveal.
stream .along American highways. Every last ton of
With the 1972 nonagricultural sumer demands for products,
Ford said what pleased him
most was the fact Kentucky had wage and salary employment services and trade with acit hasone point in common: there is no excuse. for a
moved far ahead of the national being the largest year-to-year celerated buying a view of
single piece of it.—Monroe (La.) Morning World.
average in various economic gain ever recorded, both impending higher prices.
Oapli•y News INIWY1011
non- Spending of a record savings
and
classifications. For example, manufacturing
of manufacturing contributed to reserve by the public is also
rate
state's
the
miles from shore!'
employment the growth, with the same considered a prime factor in the
nonagricultural
LIMO= a TIMES FILE growth almost doubled the upward movement being seen consumer surge. Industries
havgleared to meet the incountry's rate-5.9 per cent in 1973.
72,_resident of 304 South 10th
During 1972 durable goods crea4id demands, ,and this is
C. ,Loirier,_
corimarpi, to ;.Oper cent, during
f972. In that year the state's (up 10,000)increased at a Muct reflected clearly from January,
Street, Murray, and Mrs. Hazel Kanny1iWai7Eiige
of
invention
nonagricultural work force faster rate than did nondurables 1972 to the present.
1$12
the
mentions
65. Framington Route One, are the deaths reported Dear Editor:
Swann
and
Purdom, McDaniel
Harrison's department has
by 54,700; manufacturing (up 4,000). Important gains
grew
makes
and
Murray
in
radio
the
families. I still try to get back
today.
It was quite a thrill to pick up for a few days every year or so a passing reference to the fine added 14,000 new employees for occurred in machinery, escept been concentrating on the
inprojects
construction
Murray State College
electrical (up 2,900), electrical acquisition of environmentally
the Wall Street Journal this
the changes are State University located there. a 5.6 per cent hike, while nonclude 48 apartments for married students, main- morning and find Murray, the and, while
machinery ( up 4,300), apparel acceptable industries which can
to
jumped
manufacturing
to
interesting
is
it
think
I
But
great, I am always pleased to
tenance building, classroom building, women's borne town of my Mother and notice that the town has note that the article also 40,700, or 6.0 percent. Since 1967 ( up 1,900), and fabricated metal attain growth despite tough
1,400). Most of the environmental
control
dormitory, and men's dormitory.
character mentions the town is "at- the rate has increased an (up
its
Father, featured in a leading retained
employment regulations.
manufacturing
of
cent.
average
per
3.6
the
and
clean"
and
tractive
of
Steve,
son,
and
Andrus
Mr. and Mrs. Carney
page 1 article. I was born in amazingly while growing to five
,,Another major indicator, gain occurred within the
might have also
Roswell, N. M., are the guests of their daughter and Murray and my folks moved to times the size it was in the late journal writer
"Kentucky's regulations are
unemployment, illustrates how durable goods industries (71.4
beautiful
a
it's
that
mentioned
strict as compared to most
sister, Mrs. Jamie Washer, Mr. Washer, and Chicago when I was very young. 30's.
per cent).
a
recorded
has
Kentucky
lot
a
for
home-town
friendly
and
The Wall Street article is
But I do have many good
daughter, Jaina.
Within
non-manufacturing, other states," he said, "but
positive mark three times
of people.
memories of the town from mostly concerned with the large
in
pound
wholesale
retail trade was responsible action by both the
per
and
cents
59
at
national
the
than
advertised
better
is
bacon
Field's
Yours sincerely,
summers spent visiting my automobile re-conditioning
state and private sectors show
average. In 1972 the annual particularly prominent in
Benjamin A. Purdom
the ad for Kavanaugh's IGA Foodliner, 7th and Main Grandmother Vera Rogers, and business that is centered in
how success can be achieved
(up
growth
the
to
contributing
was
unemployment
average
Illinois
LaGrange,
Streets, Murray, today.
others of the Rogers, Harris, Murray. The article briefly
59 500 persons, or 4.6 per cent of 13,800). Government gained through cooperation."
has
maintained
Ford
the work force. This represents 9,100, services increased 7,200
Business Mirror
throughout his term that
a 9.6 per cent decline since 1971. and construction 4,400.
government Kentucky should be selective in
the
In
Nationally, unemployment
state em- its search for new firms, and
classification,
MA
declined only 3.1 per cent and
LEDO=•UK=
5.6 per cent of the country's ployment rose 2,100 while local has called for an emphasis on
government increased 6,400. increasing service industries,
citizens were out of work.
Calloway County Schools will open on August 24,
This downward trend is Most of the employment gain in regional headquarters and
according to Buron Jeffrey, superintendent of
continuing in 1973, with the first state government was in other facilities which fit the
County School.
local classification of businesses
Within
four months showing a lower education.
Dr. A. D. Wallace and Dr. Hugh M. McElrath will
the which attract highly comof
cent
per
75
government,
Kentucky
in
unemployment
By JOHN CUNNIFF
"So now we have a $7.90 than each of the previous gain was in education. The petitive efforts from states in
beginning of the fiscal year.
attend the Kentucky Component officers meeting of AP 13asiaess Analyst
Each day the clock registers wage rate, times 1,400 hours, or
their industrial searches.
NEW YORK (AP) — There is expenditures of approximately $9,340 per year." Burkhardt months. Economic Security growth in state government,
, the Kentucky State Dental Association at Cum"This is the direction we will
was
education,
excluding
Huecker
Commissioner
Gail
hardly a group in this country $736 million.
berland Falls tomorrow.
states, adding that this average said records going back to 1980 primarily due to the increase in be heading more and more
educapet
a
have
doesn't
that
"Here's what the reset clock is for only fulltime, year-round show this has never occurred. social service programs, since the results can prove so
Pvt. ROnald Churchill, Jr., is now stationed at the
tional project, a sense of misworkers. Part-tune summer
•: Army Chemical Center at Aberdeen, Md. He sion to communicate the word now shows:
In still another category federally funded, according to beneficial to the people of
average
the
workers are excluded.
nearly
"$10,000,
parents
his
with
leave
days'
five
a
spent
':recently
Kentucky is emerging as a Roy Butler, DES deputy Kentucky," the Governor said
as revealed to it or to correct annual income of a typical
Citing Bureau of Labor Sta—here.
what it feels are assumptions of American family, spent every tistics data, he concludes that leader among states. For
January through April of this
course
the ignorant.
Mrs. Fred Faurot of Murray set a new
1.17 seconds, displayed by a union tradesmen can expect to
year, personal income is up by
Chamber
Commerce
The
of
County
and
Golf
Mayfield
the
record for women at
earn on the average between 15.9 per cent with only two other
sweeping dial.
never
Foundation
Tax
the
and
"$100,000, spent every 11.7 $8,000 and $12,000 in 1973, de- states in the country surpassing
Club when she played a sub par 24.
August 7, 1973
cease their efforts to educate seconds, by a light flashing on. pending on their craft.
- tn., Mrs. Jewell Crouch,
tet
ADULTS
101
the public to the dangers of
Route 7, Murray, One Lindon
"$1 million, spent every one
Nursery 7
'government spending and defi- minute and 57 seconds, by a Accorcitistik-Bbila
.
Nance, 1103 Vine St., Murray,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
cits and taxes. Automakers beep sounding."
Mrs. Sylvia Lucille Colson Mrs. Veride Ray Duncan, Route
preach religiously the doctrine
2. If the sweeping dial, flashand Baby Boy, Route 5, Benton. 2, Puryear, Tenn., 'fluter/I'
of greater productivity. And
not lift construction workers hammer ing light and beep-beep of your
And the publican, standing afar off, would—
DISMISSALS
Wayne Ferguson, Route 2,
dollars being spent hasn't bogMrs. Rozelle Nance, 733 Ellis
up so much as his eyes unto heaven, but smote upon away at what they feel is a gled your mind, you might conPuryear, Tenn.
Drive, Murray, Mrs. Marilyn
his breast, saying, God be merciful to me a sinner.— myth about their high pay sider the following preachment
Paulette
Petty,
scales.
Route 2,
more experienced actor. He has
By HAL BOYLE .
of construction workers.
Luke 18:13.
Here are a few recent examNEW YORK (AP) — First made more than 100 television LaCenter, Miss Brenda ,Kay
Called "The 'Perpetual Myth'
God hears every person. who calls upon Himbiin ples of the genre:
About Construction Costs," it they fell in love on film—and and 30 radio commercials, dub- HeIvey, Box 117, Hall St..
sincerity.
1. The Chamber of Commerce was presented in the latest edi- now they say it's the real thing. bed the English for 50 foreign Clay, Bobby Lee Stone, 626
of the United States.
A year ago, when each was films, and for three years ap- Broad St., Murray,Mrs. June
tion of "Viewpoint," a publica"As the 1974 fiscal year be- tion of the AFL-CIO, by 16, Robby Benson was receiv- peared in the stage musical, Carolyn Easley, Route 7, Box
gan July 1, the Chamber of Francis Burkhardt,research di- ing 6700 a week and Glynnis "Oliver." He is the son of Jerry 157, Mayfield, Mrs. Oma Lou
Tidwell, 1211 Melrose, Murray,
Commerce of the United States rector for the International O'Connor $600 for making an Segal, a writer and producer.
by Carl Riblet Jr, _
reset its Federal Spending Brotherhood of Painters 81 Al- unheralded picture called
"He's my steady," said Mrs. Zoe Lenore Pinkston, 1611
There is only one kind of politician who has our Clock to run at an accelerated lied Trades_
"Jeremy.- It promises to be Glynnis, and Robby nodded tol- Magnolia, Murray, Mrs. Ruby
7 0-10:
Jo Leslie, 216 South 15th St.,
sympathy these days, the wistfill politician who,like pace. .
"If someone makes $8 an one of the sleeper hits of the erantly.
Federal
that
"The
is
reason
Murray,
Mrs.
short,
Glynnis,
and
winsome,
Barbara
young
-like
two
were
its
17
Fay
times
different;
wishes
at
us' constituents,
hour, he must be making $16,- year, and
this fiscal year is esti'ER *
per year—right? Wrong. If stars are a bit dazed at stand- shy-faced, looks like the dark- Camp and Baby Boy, Route 1,
way back when after talking 9n the, telephone he spending
mated to increase by approxi- he's a fulltime construction ing on the threshold of a future haired princess in a fairy tale. Kirksey, Mrs. Carolyn G.
could hang up the receiver and never been con- mately $19 billion, up to $269
worker, his work-year only av- full of the promise of really big She has made several television Mustard and Baby Girl, Route
cerned that somebody would talk back later with billion.
commercials and is now acting I, Hardin, Mrs. Carolyn Marie
1,400 hours, and of the money goodies.
erages
ape.
t
"Rapidly changing digital fig- $9 union hourly rate, he never
LOST
The film is a simply told, ap- in the soap opera, "As the Green and Baby Girl, Route 5,
ures across the top of the clock sees $1.10. This amount goes pealing adolescent version of World Turns." She plays the Box 391,
"What hath God wrought!"
HO
ZON
Murray, Mrs, Joyce
inslicate how much the Federal into funds to pay for health and ''Love Story." Two high school role of Dawn, daughter of that
—First message by
Maggie Smotherman, Route 1, *
Moan by
at
by P
gWvernment has spent since the welfare and pension benefits.
kids meet, get acquainted, fall dauntless timeless heroine, El- Hazel, Mrs.
the Morse telegraph.
Bobbie Muriel *'IRTBACHALACH HAL
in love, then must part. That's len. In real life, she is the
Ferguson, Box 211, Murray,
all. There is no tragic death daughter of Danny O'Connor, a
Otley
A. Robinson, 1612 Kirkscene. There is no villain. The director of special events for
wood, Murray, Mrs. Connie
firmjor which the girl's father NBC News.
What are they interested in Hardin, 200 North 2nd St.,
:By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS livestock, hoping for higher sidering requests for price dropped from 605,000 during the works transfers him out of
Murray, Mrs. Edna Mae
Producers, packers and con- prices later.
hikes from the man who sup- week of June 14 to 338,000 last town, and she must go with besides acting?
"I'd like to do social work— Duncan, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Officials at the Army's Ft. plies meat for the jail and juve- week. They said 12 packers him, leaving her young love be:::surners awaited a federal
*
MATINEES
or be Robby's nurse," Glynnis 011ie Barrow Elkins, Route 1,
;,judge's decision today on Ord training base near Monte- nile detention facility in the have closed in California, seven hind.
*
said.
Robby grimaced.
whether the ceiling on beef rey, Calif., said no beef would county.
753-0181
The story line is older than
Almo, Thomas Manley Cowan
each in Idaho and Oregon and
"1 like sports," he said. "The 123 North Highland, Paris,
'prices should be lifted mime- be sold at the commissary after
It's as old as the
Luther Nuncio, the supplier, one each in Montana and Hollywood.
today because of the shortage.
human race, but it leaves au- worst thing about making the
dlatelY.
said he is losing $40 to $50 for Texas.
"Our suppliers just cannot
of/ teen-agers gulping picture was that I had to give
diences
; U.S. District Court Judge
every steer he supplies, even
A similar suit is pending in
amount
the
of
with
us
supply
and grownups up a job walking hot horses at
self-pity
with
Morel] Sharp in Seattle, Wash.,
though he buys the animals Philadelphia, where a local
753 3314
promised to rule today on a beef we need," said Col. J. E. from feedlots and slaughters meat dealer filed a class action with eyes that overflow at the the Aqueduct racetrack. I'm
from
official
operations
an
Texas,
and I'm crazy
memory of their own youthful
bAIRRAY" Open 7:30 Start Dusk
111)
. suit brought by the Western Skaggs,
them himself. He said he needs on behalf of the nation's retaiabout horses. I handicap
DRIVE Cit
ezrAie
States Meat Packers Associ- at the base.
Immediate increases of up to 50 lers asking the U.S. District romances.
s
IN
Navy commissaries in San
Both Robby and Glynnis now them—and sometimes bet on
TONITE thru WED.
anon_
cents a pound on some items Court to declare the freeze unDiego ran out of beef Friday;
stoutly hold hands at press them.
consitutionotl.
There were fresh signs that retaining was reported at other sold to the county
"My father gives me five per
luncheons and insist that, what".•-the beef shortage is growing. California bases; and Norm
The meat packers in Seattle
Labron K..1Shulinan, attorney ever else the future brings, the cent of everything I earn act• Ceilings on the prices of all Maffit, a spokesman for the asked the judge to issue a tem'111.40..t %Asks I.
Meat*, Izar- big thing will be each other. ing. That's been a lot lately.
fk
.for rtoltA
irA
1:g
110•1 I Fie 1..r.a.
.foods except beef were lifted -meal packers
association, said: porary restraining order
Tattletale time will tell whether The rest goes into a savings ac5.4 fhi•Tinte
"repugnant
is
freeze
the
gued
'jest month as the first stage of "The Los Angeles supply (of ctunventing the federal beef
Hr•Cw* H.
attitude is a precocious pu- count for college. If I don't rethis
giCID) fAmirtS1001 is count A AAAAAOUNT emu
to
pertaining
Cometitution
the
to
'Phase 4 which went into full ef- beef) will be rpm this week."
price ceiling.
Watt H.m!
bescent flowering or a publicity main an actor l'd like to go
HAIR H
-. _area willi.mosi IftleviHelliketta
Sect today. Beef prices retnain
In the suit, the packers said regulations of the food industry presentation. Right, Manny?
into medicine."
The situatioh was the same
011"11
4111
WIA
frozen until Sept 12, and cattle- elsewhere The commissioners the number of cattle slaugh- because it violates equal proThe date of the wedding
Robby, who is near-sighted, 6
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Miss Jill Ann KOMI
Calvert City, August
elect of Gary Warren
Murray, was comg
with a delightfully
household shower
Wednesday, August 1
o'clock in the eveni
Community Room
Murray Federal Sa
Loan.
The gracious hostes
occasion were h
Charles E. Van Dyk
Melton, Louise Pas4
Lee Jackson, all relat
groom-elect.
For the special
event the honoree chc
a floral print dress
with brown access(
was presented a c
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winners of the prizes
them to the honorees
her many lovely gi
table overlaid with a
and centered with
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green flowers. The
gift to the honoree wo
electrical appliances
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from the table drap
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Littering Common Habit

Ten Years Ago Today

Refreshments of pt
mints, and cake we
from the table drap
floral cloth decoratet
paper hearts and eel
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front of a mirror. _
pointments were t
cake was decorated
and wedding bells
words, "Best Wishes
Jill," on the cake.
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Hospital Report
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Robby And Glynnis, In
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Miss Glenda Jo
daughter of Mrs.
has announced the
plans for her marria
Ray Rowlett,'son
Mrs. Buford Rowlet
The double ring
will be at seven-thint
the evening on
August 16, at Elm Gr
Church with Bro. W
of Como, Tenn., off
Miss Kelly will h
marriage by her Ix
Kelly. She has chose:
Miss Kathey Kelly,
of honor.
Serving as best IT
Rowelett will be
Buford Rowlett. Usl
Jim Kelly, the t
brother, and Grave
Mrs. Debby Orr
Dottie Hale will kee
register.
A program-of nu
will be presented by
Wright.
A reception-will
mediately after the c
the church fellowsh
All friends and re
Invited to attend th:
and reception.

Elm Grove BE
Women Hold
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Elm Grove Chur
regular program I
Wednesday, Augu
thirty o'clock in
at the church.
Mrs. Lectra Fulii
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part in the prograi
Bobbie Burkeen,
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Jill Komorowski
Honored At Shower
At Community Room
Miss Jill Ann Kornorowski of
Calvert City, August lath brideelect of Gary Warren Melton of
Murray, was complimented
with a delightfully planned
household shower held on
Wednesday, August 1, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
Community Room of the
Murray Federal Savings and
Loan.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mesdames
Charles E. Van Dyke, Yvonne
Melton, Louise Paschall, and
Lee Jackson, all relatives of the
groom-elect.
For the special prenuptial
event the honoree chose to wear
a floral print &ties Oflersey
with brown accessories. She
was presented a corsage of
purple mums by the hostesses.
Games were played with the
winners of the prizes presenting
them to the honoree who opened
her many lovely gifts at the
table overlaid with a green cloth
and centered with a floral
arrangement of orange and
green flowers. The hostesses'
gift to the honoree were several
electrical appliances.
Refreshments of punch, nuts,
mints, and cake were served
from the table draped with a
floral cloth decorated with red
paper hearts and centered with
a boy and girl dolls
Refreshments of punch, nuts,
mints, and cake were served
from the table draped with a
floral cloth decorated with red
paper hearts and centered with
boy and Orl dolls standing in
front of a mirror.. Silver appointments were used. The
cake was decorated with roses
and wedding bells with the
words, "Best Wishes Gary and
Jill," on the cake.

Buchanan,
Miss Becky
duaghter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Buchanan, has completed plans for her marriage to
Gary Johnson, son of Mrs.
Pauline E. Johnson and the late
Clyde S. Johnson.
The double ring ceremony
will take place on Friday,
August 17, at three o'clock in the
afternoon at St. Leo's Catholic
Church with Rev. MartinMattingly officiating.
Miss Buchanan will be given
in marriage by her father. Her
sister, Miss Jane Buchanan,
will be the maid of honor and
the groom-elect's sister, MIMI
Patricia Johnson, will be juniac
bridesmaid.
- Mr. Johnson has chosen ?Ada_
Gordon as his best man. Jimmy
Buchanan, Grant Kodman, and
David Sparks will be groomsmen.
Mrs. Clarence Rohwedder
will present a program of
nuptial music.
A reception will be held imthe
following
mediately
ceremony at the home of the
bride-elect's parents.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

DEAR ABBY: I am a maid in a first class hotel.
[Please don't mention the city 1 I took something from a
very famous person who stayed here I have admired this
person for years and only wonted a souvenir.
What I took may be valuable, and now my conscience
me. I am not a common thief, but I'm not
bothering
is
brave enough to confess, and now I don't know what to do.
TROUBLED MIND
Please help me. I trust you.
DEAR TROUBLED: Go to your public library aad leek °
isr-that Pirassei name and address Is "Who's-VW-ftAmerica." If you find it. mail back whatever yen Met If
I will
you can't find the name and address, write to me and
again
ever
you
if
And
me.)
trust
can
[You
you.
?tad it for
want a "souvenir" from a famous person, ask for an auto-

Mr. and Mrs. James E. Garland, 521 South Seventh Street,
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
Michael, son of Mr.
their only daughter, Sandra, to Terry Eugene
Pans,
Street,
First
East
1017
Burrus.
and Mrs. Wendell
The bride-elect, a 1966 graduate of Murray High School,
received her Bachelor's degree from Murray State University in
1970 With a major in borne economics. She has been employed for
the past three years as home economics teacher at Calhoun
Community High School in Hardin, Ill. She is also a member of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority.
Mr. Michael is a 1968 graduate of Pans High School, Pans, Ill.
He has been employed since that time as a telephone contractor_
The vows will be exchanged at two o'clock in the afternoon on
Saturday, September 22, at the Cherry Corner Baptist Church
with Bro. Roy Gibson of Murray and Bro. Melvin Davis of Pans,
officiating.
A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out of town invitations are being sent.

Not Status Symbol

Elm Grove Baptist.
Women Hold Meeting fc't-her mcifieY.
The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Church held its
regular program meeting on
Wednesday, August 8, at onethirty o'clock in the afternoon
at the church.
Mrs. Lectra Fullterson was in
charge of the Royal Service
program and also gave the call
to prayer. Mrs. Zella Futrell
led the closing prayer.
Others present and taking
part in the program were Mrs.
Bobbie Burkeen, Mrs. Tennessee Outland, Mrs. Letha
Causey, Mrs. June Crider, Mrs.
Ethel Simmons,and Mrs. Hilda
Maupin.

Bow ties
In tracing the history of the
how tie, fashion authorities
may disagree about origin,
hut they have found it
stretches back centuries.
Some go with the story that
gentlemen of the mid-17th
century were bred of high,
scratchy lace collars and
ruffs and turned to more comfortable neckwear. They
wrapped a piece of white
linen around their necks and
let the ends dangle from a
knot tied under their chin.
Gradually, the ends got shorter and shorter until only the
knot and very short ends remained.

needed."
and
When I saw this list I was turned off completely
told the
,decided not to attend. I declined the shower and
— SOURED 'IN CALIFORNIA
girls why. Was I wrong!
of
DEAR SOURED: No. Since you felt that the purpose
blame you.
this shower was to "soak" the guests. I don't
invitDEAR ABBY: I just had a terrible experience I
cup of coffee.
ed the gas man into our mobile home for a
and he
He had been filling our tank for about a year,
seemed so nice.
him if
I had just made a fresh pot of coffee and asked
had left for
he wanted to join me for a cap tidy husband
work.]
and kept
When this man got inside he sat at the table
kept talking
looking at me funny. I felt uncomfortable but
seen a mobile
and sipping coffee. Then he said he'd never
him around. He
show
to
offered
I
so
before,
mine
like
home
I managed to
kind of cornered me in the baby's room, but
kitchen.
the
into
back
get out of that situation and
Finally, I edged
I kept praying someone weuld call me.
I had a lot of
toward the door, and opened it, and told him
.
reluctantly
left
He
work to do.
wrong in
Abby, I am only 22. Am I naive? Was I
who talk to
inviting him in for coffee? Do most men
else?
housewives take this as an invitation for something
I only
swear
I
myself.
blew!
I
forward?
Was I being
NED
FRIGHTE
meant to be friendly.
your
mistook
DEAR FRIGHTENED Perhaps he
who deal with
men
Most
mere.
something
for
friendliness
business. But It's
housewives are straight and strictly all
best to play it safe and keep your distance.

Mr. and Mrs. Plomer 0. Futrell of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Luna Irene, to Randy Neil Tucker, son of Mr. and Mrs. John L.
Tucker of Kirksey Route One.
Miss Futrell graduated from Murray High School in the class of
1972. She is presently employed at Jim Adams IGA Northside.
Mr. Tucker,a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High School, is
presently self-employed.
The wedding will take place on Friday, September 21, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the Kirltsey Baptist Church.
No formal invitations are being sent and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend,

Mrs. Ruby Harrell
Speaker, Cordelia
Erwin Circle Meet
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Women met
at the church on Wednesday,
August 8,at seven-thirty o'clock
for the regular meeting.
Mrs. Ruby Harrell was the
guest speaker for the evening.
She gave a very interesting talk
on her trip to Athens, Greece,
and The Holy Land.
A modern version of Paul's
missionary journey to Athens
was read by Mrs. Estelle Gooch
who along with Mrs. Dorothy
Cooper were program leaders.
Mrs. Ellen Car led the group
in singing "Church's One
Foundation," with Mrs. Lurene
Cooper at the piano.
The business session was
conducted by Mrs.. Clara
Brandon and the closing prayer
was led by Mrs. Ola May
Brandon.
Eleven members and one
visitor, Mrs. Harrell, were
present.

Lighthouse Boys' Club baseball
By CHRIS CONK LINO
club is a
NEW YORK (AP i - Severe program. The
organisaa-based
Philadelphi
nt
to
preadolesce
physical harm
to provide
children is inherent in Little tion whose purpose is
youths,
League baseball, one medical activities for inner-city
encouraging participation and
expert warns
than comDr Joseph Torg, assistant recreation rather
petition.
the
at
professor of orthopedics
The Lithghouse boys, like the
Temple University School of
Medicine and chief of or- Little Leaguers, were 'Hewed
thopedic surgery at St. to pitch a full seven innings. The
Christopher's Hospital for prime difference was that,
Children, Philadelphia, has whereas the Little Leaguers
found that Little League pit- must compete to make the team
More than half the women
chers, involved in the com- and to play each game, the
polled select jewelry for its
petitive and highly structured Lighthouse members were
is
gem
appearance, whether the
of organized baseball, are automatically assigned to a
sport
natural or man-made
more prone to serious shoulder team and were required to play
Jewelry must be in good
and elbow injuries than kids a minimum of 34 innings per
taste, designed with artistry
game.
who play the game for fun.
and style. A woman considers
exam"Roentgenographic
damage,
physical
major
The
and
her personality, clothes
according to Torg, is that, while inations of the shoulders
bone structure as important as
in
the mechanics of pitching are and elbows were carried out
current fashion trends in
_Problems? You'll feel better V you get It ell year died.
44 of the 49 Club team pitchers,"
adults,
and
children
for
similar
A.,
L.
WM,
determining whether she wears
No.
Bel
Par•persona reply, write to ABBY:
preadolescent players can Torg reports. "There were no
large or more delicate jewelry
stamped. self-adtremed eavelope.
F.aelisee
SSS.
Celt
injure certain bone abnormalities in any of the
easily
and more classic or high-style
which are no shoulders," and only two inelements
growth
designs.
adults. There stances of elbow damage.
in
longer present
In finer jewelry within her
Les
may be a high incidence of
EftSo write letters? Seed $l le Abby, Bel MTN,
price range, the woman of today
to Write
shoulder problems and a conwants quality, not quantity,
A111.111. Cal. 90M, fur Abby's booklet. "Bow
dition known as "Little League
adaptable to her year-round
"
Occasions.
LaNstaihr Al
Keep Moth Balls
elbow," a group of five disorwardrobe end mode_ of
ders affecting the growth
Away From Kids
The woman today asks advice
elements in the pitching elbow
Get rid of mad balls if small
from a jeweler she trusts in
Most cases respond to rest children or pets have access to
purchasing more expensive
and abstinence from pitching," your storage closet. Napthapieces. She considers quality,
Torg says "However, in severe lene, used in moth balls, burns
man-made gemstones fine
cases, healing may take up to a the skin, Irritates the eyes, and
The Murray Business and year or 18 months. Also, a causes severe abdominal cramps
Tuesday, August 14
jewelry when they are set in
Professional Women's Club will fragment of bone may become
real gold.
Should a child Ingest a moth
The Murray Quota Club will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the ComThe majority of women of all
detatched, float free in the ball, eve him skim milk and
at
the
meeting
business
its
munity Room of the Murray elbow joint, interfere with-joint egg whites to induce vomiting.
ages were enthusiastic about have
man-made gemstones, Triangle Inn at twelve noon.
Federal Savings and Loan.
mechanics and cause life-long Avoid giving him oily subpreferring such synthetics as
arthritic changes"
stances, which promote absorp433No.
Chapter
Star
Murray
American-made Linde stars
The Southern Harmony
Torg maintains that intense
special
when compared side by side OES will have a
Singers of Benton will perform competition promotes these
To combat a moth problem,
program at the meeting at 7:30 at the Calloway County Public disorders.
with natural star sapphires.
Women buying man-made p.m. Twenty-five year pins will Library at 7:30 p.m.
"Children have Wen Playing line the closet or drawers with
gemstones, however, should be presented.
baseball for 90 years," Torg aromatic red cedar. Moth larvae
know what qualities to check.
"It was not until the ad- are paralyzed by the unusual
says
Women of the Moose will
odor of cedar oil, which is harmFirst District PTA Leader- meet at the Lodge Hall at eight vent of Little League baseball - less - and even pleasant - to
organized by adults - that
ship workshop will be held at St. p.m.
certain abnormalities in the humans.
Mark's United Methodist
shoulders of preadolescents
Church, 907 Husbands Road,
first cieveloried.
Friday, August 17
Paducah, at seven p-.m.
"In Little League baseball,
World Friendship Club will
and
repetitious
there's
Groups of the Baptist Women meet at the nome of Mrs. Albert demanding
practice, unCrider.
will
of the First Baptist Church
warranted pressures to win Mrs. Mark Paschall, nee meet as follows: I with Mrs.
from coaches, from parents and
from teammates - and the
Laura Dene Sills, was honored Fulton Young at 9:30 a.m. and
Shuffleboard will be played tendency to treat physically and
prior to her wedding with a III with Mrs. Bailey Biggins at
by the Senior Citizens at the
immature
emotionally
personal shower held at the two
,
Ellis Center at 6:30 p.m
youngsters as adults.
Sinking
Fellowship Hall of the
"In such an atmosphere the
Murray TOPS Club will meet
Spring Baptist Church.
A benefit supper and country preadolescent pitcher too often
The charming hostesses for at the Health Center at seven
music show will be held at the becomes a damaged pawn."
the occasion held on Tuesday, p.m.
To eliminate the possibility of
Dexter Community Center,
July 16, at seven-thirty o'clock
Murray-Calloway County sponsored by the Dexter shoulder injuries, Torg suggests
In the evening were Mrs. Jerry
the elimination of adults from
Stallons arid Mrs. Gene Darnell. Senior Citizens will meet at the Homemakers Club. Sale of plate
y roles, thereby
supervisor
p.m.
four
at
start
will
lunches
at
For the prenuptial event the Ellis Center at ten a.m., and
start at 7:30 eliminating the pressure of
honoree chose to wear a floor the Calloway Public Library at and the show will
p.m. Proceeds will go to the competition from recreation
length blue skirt with a white two p.m.
"What we need today is a
Children's Telethon.
Crippled
top. Her hostesses' gift corsage
little more cooperation and a
was of blue and white carlittle less competition," Torg
Sunday, August 19
nations
Wednesday, August 15
insists. "It doesn't have lobe an
Homecoming will be held at all-or-none phenomenon It's
Games were played and the
The Baptist Young Women of
opened her many Flint Baptist Church will meet Old Salem Cemetery with a very possible to cut out intense
honoree
basket lunch at noon. If unable competition where you have
lovely gifts.
at seven p.m. at the church.
to attend send donation for adult pressurein eventssuch as
Refreshments of punch, cake,
cemetery upkeep to Relmon Little League"
nuts, and mints were served
Thursday, August 16
from the table covered with a
A lesson on "drying flowers" Wilson, Charles Rains, Jack
To tett,. haw competition
white lace cloth over blue and will be given by Mrs. Bertie Dodd, or James Carroll.
affect young players,
might
centered with an arrangement Gingles for the Senior Citizens
Torg and two colleagues concarnations.
County
and
of gladioli
Pickled peaches or apricots trasted the effects of pitching on
of Murray and Calloway
Center, West Main are great to serve with a ham the arms of Little Leaguers with
Seventeen persons were at St John's
loaf
Street, at ten a.m.
those of participants in the
present or sent gifts

Jewelry Is Fashion

Miss Glenda Jean Kelly,
daughter of Mrs. Jack Kelly,
has announced the completed
plans for her marriage to Donal
Ray Rowlett, an of Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Rowlett.
The double ring ceremony
will be at seven-thirty o'clock in
NEW YORK (AP)- Jewelry
the evening on Thursday,
August 16, at Elm Grove Baptist is primarily a fashion item
Church with Bro. W.A. Farmer today, not a status symbol.
The fashion minded woman of
of Como, Tenn., officiating.
Miss Kelly will be given in any age wears it as an everyday
marriage by her brother, Dan accessory She prefers style and
apKelly. She has chosen her sister, beauty in jewelry to snob
gemstones
Miss Kathey Kelly, as her maid peal. Whether her
originate in nature or are madeof honor.
made is secondary, according
Serving as best man for Mr.
to a profile done by Union
Rowelett will be his father,
Carbide Corp.
Buford Rowlett. Ushers will be
and
leaders
Society
Jim Kelly, the britle-elect's celebrities were asked if their
brother, and Graves Burkeen. jewelry for charity balls this
Mrs. Debby Orr and Miss season was real. "Certainly
Dottie Hale will keep the guest not," said a woman wearing a
register.
jeweled bib "These days it
A program-„of nuptial rflus/C doesn't really matter," said
will be presented by Mrs. Lind; another.
Wright.
Their standards are less
A receptiorr-will follow im- pretentious than those of the
mediately after the ceremony in rich and famous of their
the church fellowship hall.
grandmother's day, who conAll friends and relatives are sistently wore large displays of
invited to attend the ceremony gems to show their wealth and
Position.'
and reception.
, The survey, says today's
fashion-cnnieroui womall' Is
modern, attractive and has a
--rest for living. She wants value

DEAR ABBY: I work in a fairly large office. One of
a
the girls who works here is being married soon, so
[The
shower.
bridal
a
her
give
girls
we
suggested
coworker
bride-to-be is 30 years old and has been married before. So
has her fiance.]
The bride Made up a list of "suggested shower gifts"
in
which she mimeographed and distributed to all the girls
are
the office. This list is titled "CAN USE" and there
edl
three pages of "gift suggestions" (typed, single-spac
purIndicating the brand names preferred, and "where-tochase." tShe listed everything • imaginable from a corkscrew to a king-sized bedspread! ' !)
room,
She even submitted dimensions of her living
are
dining room, bedroom and bath indicating, "Rugs

Mrs. J. B. Burkoest .

.

P5ose 7113-111117 or 113-41117
.40Sage4' ":465QP:4;24:;:;:;:;2:44.

•
LOSE WEIGHT
MONEY
OR
BACK
The
Pies cm kelp yes

amass tho sasa trim puma that yogi
world las lobs. Oddment Itet Mee eme
succashills by thousands ad svor lbs
ftry
ta o
drinsiamd ta
Mi
lvel
lowayiimv.
il
is
sam rat
tmeg
ridand
Oi 011C11811
4esiof
sisollowsil Contains modernism.'drugs
No starving No spacial glottises
°drama Phi costs /315 sad Ills Wage
economy sus $5.25
You must loos lasti fat or your
maw wit be refolded No pastimes
asked Accspt no suhstitutss Sold with
this giesnintoe by.

Personal Shower Is
Held ArSinking
Spring For Bride

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch

Beautician-Ahce Swan
Phone 436-5239 "
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Focus On Football

O.J. Wanting To Run
Even More This Year
By MARVIN R. PIKE
Associated Press Sports Writer
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) —
Coach Lou Saban instituted a
running game last year and finished the National Football
League campaign with the circuit's top 0:blind-gainer O.J.
Simpson.
Because he had a weak, and
injury-riddled offensive line,
Saban was forced to go to the
ground. The Bills ran the ball
513 timel, a 60 per cent Increase oVer the previous year.
Simpson carried 292 times for
1,251 yards. He figures he can
repeat this season and says he
wants even more carries.
The Bills have been a doormat of the NFL in recent
years. Despite a flock of injuries last year, they finished
with a 4-9-1 record.
The man beside Simpson
most of last season, Jim Braxton, is back for his third year.
'One of Braxton's best assets
ie his blocking. He also is de-

pendable for short-yardage
plays.
Ready to step in for either
Simpson or Braxton is secondyear pro Randy Jackson, a survivor of the plane crash that
killed his Wichita State teammates three years ago.
With an offensive line rebuilt
by the return of center Bruce
Jarvis and guard Iry Goode—
both out a year with injuries—
Saban looks forward to better
'protection for quarterback Dennis Shaw. He was sacked 37
times last year. If Shaw gets
the protection and his timing is
right, Buffalo should move well
through the air on passes to
wide receivers J.D. Hill and
Bob Chandler.
Hill with 52 catches last year
was fifth among American Conference receivers. But it was
Chandler who, toward the end
of the season, made the big
ones.
The squation is not good at
tight end, however. Starter Jan

White announced his retirement
and Saban has been working
John Mosier in the spot.
The offensive front appears
adequate with Dave Foley and
Donnie Green at tackles. Top
draftee Paul Seymour in the
wings, and Reggie McKenzie
joining Goode at guard. Rookie
guard Joe DeLarnielleure is
also ready.
Rookie Bob Kampa could see
lots of action at defensive
tackle, since veteran Don Croft
is out of action with a knee injury. Jerry Patton will hold
down the other tackle post.
Walt PatuLski, in his second
year, will be at one defensive
end, with Allen Aldridge or
Louis Row at the other.
The defensive backfield is
much more stable, with Robert
James and Tony Greene at the
corners. John Pitts has regained his strong safety spot
and Chuck Detwiler, obtained
fron San Diego, is at free safety.

By
Mike Brandon
Murray tennis players have been in a habit of winning all
summer and this weekend was no exception.
Mel Purcell, following his outstanding performances in the
Kentucky State Junior Closed tennis tournament last week,
teamed with Gene Landolt over the weekend for a win in the
men's doubles at the West Kentucky doubles tournament in
Paducah.
Sue Outland and Lanette Underwood won the women's doubles
as they defeated Jenny Sue Smock and Linda Hunt in the finals.
I am retiring from newspaper work.
At least I feel that way after the past week found over $S hours
spenton the job at UNIAllice,the tennis courts and the golf 001111116....
Whatever, maybe part week I can make up for it as I will be on
vacation.
Saturday night, will be watching the St Louis Cardinals
TOP TWO IN STATE—Terry Elberton (left and Stevie Thomas right)finished lintawlsecond at playing San Diego in Busch Stadium.
And the way things have been going for the 'Birds, they will still
the Kentucky State Illetea State Championship held Sunday in Louisville. Etherton, the champion,
be trying to snap their losing streak. I'm afraid that the real
and Thomas,the ramenw,both drove Hoods KR 75's in the race.
Cardinals are now back in St. Louis after spending a month
playing three feet over their heads.

Doug Dressler Says This Is
The Year He Becomes A Star

Murray State and the Big M Club will have the annual kickoff
barbeque Sunday night at 6:30 p.m. at the new Roy Stewart
t
Stadium.
1`s
,
•
The purpose of the barbeque is to welcome the players and the
parents to Murray.
Tickets may be purchased in advance from Tommy Rushing at
_the Bank of Murray,for $2.50 per person.
Everyone in attendance will get an opportunity to tour the new
Now heading into his fourth
aliCE1NA71-(0).- Cincin- when he tried out with the Benstadium.
running
back
Dressler
nati Bawls
season, he feels confident he's
gals as a tight end,
Tickets will also be available at the barbeque or can be picked
Doug Dressler says this is the didn't go out for high school ready for a big season.
from any Big M Club member.
up
year he emerges from the football until his senior year.
"Our line has been together
"I had no position. The coach for years.
shadows into stardom. He has a
They're used to
Anyone needing any publicity or who needs to contact me for
1,000 reason why.
just said 'go on in' when it was being a unit. That helps us anything can call at the office during the day or at home during
nothing. I remember backs. We can adapt to
"I'm shooting for 1,000 yards. 30 or 40 to
any- the evening at 753-6977.
time
I played the other thing thrown at us," he said.
the
first
The major brunt of the load
a play right over me
will fell on me end roy,average team ran
Dressler, who says he can't
touchdown, I was a kicker
is good enough to do," said the for a
get enough of water skiing durhe said.
after
that,"
Californian,
who
230-pound
Yankees 6, Angels 0
He played college ball at ing the off-season, says he's
Switch-hitting Roy White ac- sometimes wears a lapel button Chico (Calif.) State but didn't learned the ropes of backfield
complished the rare feat of hit- engraved with "Blitz Me" to attract any attention, he said.
duty.
ting a home run from each side practice.
"We graded out at 86 per
"I didn't give myself much of
of the plate in the same game,
"That's to tease the line- a chance when I came here. But cent success at running and
leading New York to its 6-0 vic- backers," said the soft-spoken I had to try R. I couldn't live blocking last year. I averaged
MOSCOW (AP) — Some 4,500 normally strict, were increased
tory over California.
25-year-old Dressler, who had with a question mark the rest 4.4 yards per carry and fin- athletes from 76 countries at the compound on request of
White connected from the his best season last year with of my life wondering if I could ished the season with 110 yards made final training prepara- the International Federation of
right side in the first inning 565 yards, although he didn't have made it or not.
against Houston," he said.
tions today for the World Uni- University Sports which feared
and then from the left side in earn a starting spot until midDressler scored two touch- versity Games while their Rus- the possibility of a massacre
"I came here during the
the second, driving in three season.
player's strike in 1970. It gave downs in the Bengals' 45-21 ex- sian hosts struggled with air- like that at Munich's Olympic
Yankee runs. Rookie George
His goal is a lofty one, but me three weeks to get even hibition victory over Phila- tight security and a series of Games.
Medich pitched a five-hitter.
last-minute snarls.
The games will be conducted
Dressler has reason to believe with the other backs, after delphia Saturday night.
White Sox 5, Brewers 2
'I'm here to run the ball," he
anything can happen.
being a tight end for years," he
Some American athletes who at several Moscow sports facilCarlos May drove in three
said.
Signed as a free agent in 1970 recalled.
had been virtually trapped in ities, but concentrated in the
runs with a homer and a single,
massive Moscow State Uni- Lukhniki Sports Complex and
the
helping Chicago defeat Milversity building where the com- its 103,000-seat Lenin Stadium
waukee 5-2.
Preliminary fencing competitors were quartered got
Terry Forster, normally a recredentials straightened petition starts Wednesday
their
liever, went all the way for the
out and were allowed to leave morning, but the opening cerevictory, in only his fifth major
mony at Lenin Stadium won't
the compound.
league start.
Foreign newsmen and some be until that evening.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
The diving and swimmini
team officials were barred
RATTING (275 at bats)—
from the 32-story building the events won't be held until the
Carew, Min, .353; W.liorton,
final four days of the Games
Det, .328.
It's match play time at the tirst-round match decided, Soviets say has 45,000 rooms.
RUNS—R.Jackson, Oak, 86;
precautions,
that wind up Aug. 25.
security
Soviet
Country
winning
on
a
forfeit
from
Jim
Murray-Calloway
Otis, KC, 77.
IN—
BATTED
Converse. The other pairings
RUNS._
Club.
R.Jackson, Oak, 94; Mayberry.
Fifty nine men and 25 lady show: Bob Billington against
KC, 90.
HiTS—D.May. Mil, . .151:1 golfers are bracketed in eight Holmes Ellis; John Irvan
Carew, Min, 150.
James Parker;
flights for 1973 club cham- meeting
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
DOUBLES—A.Rodriguez,
American League
Tommy Carroll playing Henry
pionship trophies.
Det, 25; Garcia, Mil, 24.
East
TRIPLES—Carew, Min. 97
Thirteen men have been Holton; Ivan Frye meeting Don
W. L. Pct. G.B. Coggins, Bal, 7; Briggs, MIL 7;
bracketed in the men's Grogan; Darold Keller playidg
Detroit
66 52 559 Calvert*, Mil, 7
63 52 548 1 1/2
Balt,moreMcCutcheon; Jiggs
HOME
R UNS—R.Jackson, championship flight, and two Gene
65 56 537 2/
1
2 Oak, 27; Mayberry, KC, 23.
New York
4!1 )
Alt
matches have been completed Lassiter meeting Vernon Shown
62 55
Boston
530 3/
1
2
BASES—North,
STOLEN
57 59 491 8
P1/4,1,1waukee
round.
and
Vernon
Cohoon
with
initial
a
bye.
the
In
Oak, 37; Harper, Osn, 29;
47 71
398 19
Cleveland
Carew, MM, 29.
Carol Hibbard has won the
Norman Hood has defeated
West
PITCHING (TO Decisions)—
Buckingham 3 and 2 and only first-round match played in
68 51 .571 —
Kansas City
Hunter. Qak,.__11-14 .833 3.32;.,_, David
67 51- -:101t__Y2 Metieniet/14 NY,
0aKtand
moved into the second round to the ladies' championship flight,
404, .70, 2.41..
4$
0.
58 61
Chicago
STRIKEOUTS—N.G./an, Cal, await the winner of the Tom defeating Betty Jo Purdom
56 60 .483 10/
1
2 275; Biyleyei, Min, 4114.
Minnesota
California
53 62 .461 13
Meuhlernan-Al Lindsey match. three and one. Other first-round
NATIONAL LEAGUE
42 74 .362 24,0:Texas
SATTlitIG-----(27t—it bolsi—
Defending Champion Johnny matches show: Betty Lowry
Monday's Games
Rose,. 9n, .345; Cardinal, Chi, Querterrnous also has advanced playing Evelyn Jones; Veneta
New York 6, California 0
- .317. .-Oakland 3, Boston 1
meeting
Jerlene
Rt/NS—Bonds, SF, 98; Rose, Into the second round with an 8 Sexton
Chicago 5, Milwaukee 2
Cin, U.
and 6 win over Joe Rexroat. He Sullivan, and Beverly Parker
Baltimore 7, Texas 4
RUNS BATTED IN—Bench,
Detroit 9, Minnesota 3
now meets Bill Hopson, who meeting Frances Hulse, the
Stargett,.Pgh, 85.
Cin,
Only games scheduled
HITS—Rose, On, 170; Garr, received a first-round bye.
winner of which plays Mrs,
Tvesdey's Genes
,
.
No first-round matches have Hibbard.
•
California (Wright 8-16) at
Att"
DO,
UBLES—Stargell PO,
31;
New York (Dobson 6-4), N
been completed in the lower
Cardenal, Chi, 29.
The new Datsun 610 5-DoOr Wagon
Oakland (Pina 5-3) at Boston
TR IPLES=Metzger, Htn, 13; brackets which show: Mike
Two matches have been
(Lee 12-7, N
Matthews,
SF,
9.
is
truly
something different for a wagon.
Cleveland (Perry 12-15) at
HOME RUNS—Stargell, Pgh, Holton meeting M. C. Garrott completed in the first-round of
Kansas City (Busby 10-111, N
34, Evans, Atl, 32; Bonds, SF, and Buddy Hewitt meeting Karl the ladies' first flight: Betty
It's a luxury economy car, a Datsun
Chicago (Stone 4-11) at Mil- 32
Bob Burke, who Hinton has defeated Betty
waukee (Lockwood 5-6), N
Original. With 5 big doors for convenBASES—Morgan, Converse.
STOLEN
Baltimore (Alexander 6-6) at
received a first-round bye, will Stewart 7 and 6, and Sue Brown
Cm, 48, Brock, StL, 43.
ient
Texas (Siebert 6-9), N
access and a richly appointed vinyl
PITCHING (10 Decisions)— meet the Holton-Garrott win- has eliminated Nancy Fandrich
18-9) at
Detroit (Coleman
Brett, Phi, 12.4, .750, 3.23; Os.
interior
for luxury.
Minnesota (Woodson 10-7), N
Homer
Branch
by
the
same
margin.
Miss
awaits
and
ner,
teen, LA, 145, .737, 2.83.
Wednesday"s_Games
ST R K EOUTS—Carlton, Phi
Hewitt-Converse
winner,
Hinton
now
meets
Inus
Orr,
who
the
PERFORMANCE
Baltimore at Texas N
176, Seaver NY, 175.
also after receiving a first- received a first-round bye, and
Cleveland at' Kansas City N
• NeW 1800 cc overhead cam engine
'
Detroit at Minnesota N
Miss Brown meets Toopie
round bye.
Milwaukee
N
Chicago at
• New power-assist -front disc.brakes
In the first flight, Jim Thomas, who also advanced on
California at New York
• New rigged unibodyZonstruction
Oakland at Boston
Lassiter has spurted to the a bye.
semi-finals in the upper
The other first-round matches
National League
brackets with wins over Gil in the flight show Margaret
East
-LUXURY
Morrison and Ralph McCuiston. Shuffett meeting Lou Doran,
W. L. Pct. GIL
McCuiston had defeated Bill with the winner Annie Adams:
61 58 .513 —
St Louis
•
Whitewalls and deluxe wheel covers
Pittsburgh
57 58 .4% 2
THURSDAY MORNING
Thurman in the opening round. and Irene Chitwood against
•
57 60 .467 3
Fully
Montreal
reclining buket seats.
Ladies League
Other fist-round matches in Betty Hunter, with the winner
56 61 .479 4
Chicago
Team
W..t
•
Tinted
glass
Philadelphia
54 63 .462 15
show:
flight
Bill
Fandrich
the
meeting
Reba
Overbey.
Daisies
21 19
$2 64- .448 .71/2 Ding-A-Linos New York
21 IV 'meeting L. K. Pinkly; Jim
•
In -the ladleli Second flight,
Rear
window
defroster
West
Hailstprmers
21 19
74 45 .622 —
Los Angeles
Go-Getters
20 20 Payne with Ted Billington; only the Betty Scott-Euva Nell
•
Custom
vinyl
interior
2
/
1
2
72 48 .600
Cincinnati
Rackets 19 21 John Belote against Don Mitchell match remains to be
1
2 Superstars.
San Francisco 64 52 .552 8/
The new Datsun 610. It's a wagon in'
18 22 Robinson;
Clyde
Adkins played in the first flight, the
63 56 .521 12
Houston
High Team Game (SC)
a
class
all its own. But don't take our
.461
19
Atlanta
56 65
0o-Getters
459 meeting Chad Stewart; John winner of which will meet Jane
42 76 .356 31t/z Ding-A-Lings
San Diego
423 Paulk with Jack Shell, and Fitch, v.ictor over Rowena
word.
Monday's Games
High Team Game DM
Pittsburgh 3, Cincinnati 2
Go-Getters
673 Johnny McCage meeting Dick Cullum by a one-up edge.
Drive a Datsun...then decide.
Houston 4, St. LOWS 0
Ding-A.Lings
590 Orr.
In the lower bracket, Cathryn
San Diego 3, New York 2
High Team Series (SC)
In the second fight, Graves Garrott and Euldene Robinson
Les-Angetes 8, Montreet 5
-GO-Getters
1247
Only games scheduled
Morris has won the only first- face each other in the second
Hailstormers
1210
Tuesday's Games '
High Team Series (HC)
round match played, beating round after defeating Elizabeth
Atiantg (Morton 9-9) at Chi- Go-Getters
1739
cago (Jenkins 10.11)
Ding-A Linos
170e .Jimmy Boone He now plays the Slusmeyer 3 and 2 and Nancy
Cincinnati (Grimsley 12-6) at
High Individual Gem
winner of the David Alexander. Haverstock 7 and 6, respec,
(SC)
Pittsburgh (Rooker 5-4) N
Ethetene McCallon 209
Dr. John Querterrnous match. tively,
HpustOri (Richard 4-1) at M. Mary Harris
175
Louis (Foster 9-6) N
In the ladies third flight,
The other pairings in the
High Individual Game (4C)
New York (Koosman 613) at Ethelene McCallon
253 flight show: Lawrence Philpot Frances Parker. Marilyn Paulk
San Diego (Jones 2-3) fe.
Mary Harris
224
meeting Rex..Alexander ; J. D. and Mary Contri all drew first_ Montreal (Moore 6-11) at Los
High Individual Series (SC)'
Angeles (John 11-71 N•
Etheline McCalion
503. Rayburn playing Richard
round byes, and Jennie Hutson
Philadelphia lLonborg 9.9) at Nancy Todd
451
Knight; Virgil Harris against and Jean Wilson are matched
inoixithm serws. lot).
.
San .F-rancisco (Barr 9.11) N
— Open Evenings 111 8:00 —
weemiaars--wanws--W. A. Ireimkthi; Stuart "Poston in the only first-round match,
mccstion •
140
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh N
139
Robertson
meeting Haron West; Ronnie the winner of which will play
Atlanta at Chicago
.
- Nancy Xodot '
136
Hutson meeting Sam Spiceland Mrs. Parker, Mrs Paulk and
HouSton at St. Louie N
Ronnie Hale '
135
So. 12th Street
Phone 753-7114
Montreal at Los Angeles N
Linda Bray
131
and Chester Thomas with a bye. Mrs Contri face each other in
• Mary Harris
New York at San Did00 N
130
In the men's third flight the second-round in the lower
Philadetphia at san IF•rah
Anne.awen
119
.
Welter . stone, /lac u•nri the+ r••••1.• hrarlrot
•risca
Dot Cr..

Earl Weaver Brags On
Orioles Athletits Win
By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
While the rest of the world
pueries over the tantalizingly
tight American League East
Division race. Baltimore Manager Earl Weaver has the dilemma all doped out.
"We've got the best defensive
club in the division and the best
pitching," reasoned Weaver
after the Orioles had thumped
Texas 7-4 Monday night. "Now
we're starting to hit, and the
club with the hot bat will take
it
That bit of information should
light Detroit skipper Billy
whose Tigers mauled
innesota for lb hits and a 9-3
romp. If hot bats decide this
race, then wrap it up for the
Tigers, who've won four
straight games and scored 2S
runs over that stretch.
Elsewhere in the American
League Monday night, Oakland
trimmed Boston 3-1, New York

shut out California 6-0 and Cliicago downed Milwaukee 5-2.
The other teams were not
scheduled.
The Orioles got homers from
Mery Rettenmund and Don
Baylor to whip the Rangers.
Baylor had four hits and figures the Orioles can hit better
than the rest of the division
thinks they can hit.
"I hope the other teams keep
thinking we can't hit the ball,"
said Baylor. "I guarantee you
we're hitting it now."
All the first place Tigers can
do is win. Detroit ran its post
All Star Game record to 17-4 by
besting Minnesota to maintain
its I e2-game lead over the Orioles.
Tigers 9, Twins 3
Gates Brown, Aurelio Rodriguez and Mickey Stanley contributed three hits apiece and
Detroit roared from behind to
overtake Minnesota 9-3. The
Twins held a 2-1 lead until the
:1 seventh and then Bill Freehan's
two-out, two-run single gave the
THE
Tigers the lead.
Then John Hiller came out of
the bullpen to nail down the
victory, earning his 28th save
of the season.
IS THE LARGEST
Steve Brye homered for the
SELUNG CIGAR
Twins.
IN THE WORLD
A's 3, Red Sox 1
Oakland's John "Blue Moon"
°dem, pitching for the first
time since Aug. 2, won his first
•e
game in six weeks, beating
/".
Boston 3-1 with late relief help
from Rollie Fingers. Odom, 3-9,
allowed just five hits and Fin111111111
. - • ii.
gers struck out four of the six
- batters he faced as Oakland
—moved one-half game behind
idle first place Kansas City in
the the AL West.

Great
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e
_
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Tight Security For
The University Games

Mellor League
Leaders

Match Play Being Held
At Murray Country Club

Standings

Dace seating arrangements.

Datsun 610.

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Planning to see the USA?
First make sure your car is travel-safe.
Then check with your MFA Insurance
agent to be sure your auto policy is up
to date.

* *a if/iv,

/p

!;4
ittf% Wirly

Ronnie Ross
7534489

OwnaDatsunOriginal.

Murray Datsun Inc.
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Pirate
In V

By FRED ROTHEN1
Associated Press Sport
Willie Stargell doesn'
watch any television in
ly days of October anc
nati Reds Manager Sp:
derson doesn't expect I
It's not that the Pi
Pirates' slugger has
against TV. It's just ti
gell doesn't like the th
watching other little
knickers, shirts and ci
ing on his screen for I
ey
"Last year we had
record in baseball ar
up watching the Wor!
at home," Stargell s
smacking his 34th ho
scoring another run ii
rates nationally telel
squeaker over the Re

Block
Ch

By BOB JOSit
Associated Press'
KANSAS CITY (AP
sas City's Jan Stenern
first extra point in sel
blocked and as a resu
troit Lions edged the !
a-. -National
16
League preseason ga
day night.
"I don't know w
pened," Stenerud sa
play by Lem Barr
broke through the left
blocked the kick with
Barney knew what
''It was just a bas
said the seven-year ci
from Jackson State.'
oer and I shot in
neously."
Kansas City Coa
Stram called it "a
way to lose." Debi
Don McCafferty said
great effort on the p
extri point team. '
have let up and figur
a tie game."
The attempt cappo
yard scoring drive pu
by Len Dawson the
he took the Kansas (
terback helm this sea
Dawson started his
fessional campaign w
tered the contest wit.]
and the Chiefs down 1
plays he hit on see
passes for 57 yards.
scoring toss to Ells
came on fourth down

Ladies D
Golf At 1
Murray 1

The regular lathe
will be held at tt
Country Club on V
August 15, with Chr
as golf hostess.
Tee off time will
a.m. Persons not li
lineups are urged to
to the golf course
morning and be pa
tee.
Linups are as foil
Phyllis Kane, N
-Reba.Overbey,
Purdom.
Veneta Sexton, Es
Betty Jo Purdom,an
Shuffett.
Euldene Robins'
Thomas, Inus Orr,
Doran.
Frances Mille:
Haverstock, Juliet
Elizabeth Slustune)
Beverly Spann, P
Cathryn Garrott,
Frank.
Peggy Billington,
Adams, Urbena K
Nancy Fandrich,
Rowena Cullor
Hutson. Frances f
Mary Watson.
Eleanor Diuguid,
Rebecca Irvan,
Belote.
Betty Lowry, Fri
- Carol Hibbard, at
Sullivan.
Judy Meuhler
Emener, and Mary
Emma Sue Hu
Wilson, Charlene.
Bettye Hunter.
Marilyn Adki:
Knight, and Nan
Eddie Mae Outian
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Pirates Still Hoping To Get
In World Series, Cards Lose
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer
Willie Stargell doesn't plan to
watch any television in the early days of October and Cincinnati Reds Manager Sparky Anderson doesn't expect hirn to.
It's not that the Pittsburgh
Pirates' slugger has anything
against TV. It's just that Stargell doesn't like the thought of
watching other little men in
knickers, shirts and caps playing on his screen for big money
"Last year we had the best
record in baseball and ended
up watching the World Series
at home," Stargell said after
smacking his 34th homer and
scoring another run in the Pirates nationally televised 3-2
squeaker over the Reds. "This
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year our record isn't so good,
but maybe we'll be there."
Anderson is more certain.
-The Pirates will be there
when it's all over," he said.
For the record. the Pirates
have not been playing as if
they wanted to extend their
season beyond the regular
schedule. But neither has the
rest of the division, which is in
jeopardy of having no teams
with records on the happy side
of .500.
St. Louis is the only club in
the National League East with
its head above water-61-58-but is sinking fast. The Cardinals' eighth straight loss left
the Pirates and their 57-58
record just two games back.
Monday night's victory was a
step in that direction as they

cooled off a hot Cincinnati club
that had won five straight.
Elsewhere in the National
League. the Houston Astros
shut out the St Louis Cardinals
4-0: the San Diego Padres
nipped the New York Mets 3-2
and the Los Angeles Dodgers
stopped the Montreal Expos 8-5.
Astros 4, Cardinals 0
The St. Louis Cardinals could
certainly make a valid case for
discrimination as they were
handed their eight straight loss
and fourth in a row to lefthanded Webers_
This one was a 4-0 defeat at
the left hand of Dave Roberts
and the Houston Astros, lowering the Cardinals' record
against southpaws to UM.
Jim Wynn's homer llid Lee
May's run-scoring double back-

ed Roberts' five-hit pitching.
Padres 3, Meta 2
Pitcher .Jerry Koosman
scored a run in the ninth to
snap a tie but gave back that
run and another in the bottom
of the ninth as San Diego rallied for a 3-2 victory over New
York
Dodgers 8, Expos 5
Willie Crawford homered and
doubled and drove in four runs'
to lead Los Angeles to an 8-5
victory over the Expos.
The victory for Claude Osteen. 14-5, enabled the Dodgers
to increas;their lead in the National League's Western Division to 2'2 games over Cincinnati while Montreal remained
in third place—three games behind the Eastern Division-leading Cardinals.

BACK-TO-

SPECIALS
'NAT

By BOB JONES .
Associated Press Writer
KANSAS CITY ( Ap,),- Kansas City's Jan Stenerud had his
first extra point in seven years
blocked and as a result the Detroit Lions edged the Chiefs 1716 in a -National Football
League preseason game Monday night.
"I don't know what happened," Stenerud said of the
play by Lem Barney, who
broke through the left side and
blocked the kick with 1:18 left.
Barney knew what happened.
"It was just a basic rush,"
said the seven-year cornerback
from Jackson State. "Mike Weoer and I shot in simultaneously."
Kansas City Coach Hank
Strarn called it "a ridiculous
way to lose." Detroit Coach
Don McCafferty said it "was a
great effort on the part of the
extra point team. We could
have let up and figured it was
a tie game."
The attempt capped an 82yard scoring drive put together
by Len Dawson the first time
he took the Kansas City quarterback helm this season.
Dawson started his 17th professional campaign when he entered the contest with 6:32 left
and the Chiefs down 17-10. In 18
plays he hit on seven of 13
passes for 57 yards. His 10-yard
scoring toss to Elmo Wright
came on fourth down.

ers' upcoming game with Los
Angeles.
Linebacker John Douglas of
New York suffered a pulled
hamstring muscle during the
Elsewhere in the NFL, three
Giants 13-7 triumph over New
Oakland players emerged from
England Saturday and is exthe Raiders' 27-26 victory Satpected to miss the next two
urday over-Dallas with injuries.
games.
Offensive tackle Bob Brown
suffered a broken hand, lineDouglas will be replaced by
backer Joe Carroll sustained a converted defensive end Henry
broken finger and defensive Reed, who missed most of last
tackle Art Thomas strained a season with a blood infection.
knee.
The Atlanta Falcons trimmed
"We'll know more later about running backs Henry Brandon
using any of them Saturday," and Ray ciarke from their rossaid Oakland Coach John Mad- ter and signed veteran running
den, looking ahead to the Raid- back Eddie Ray. Ray showed

Greg Landry took over the
Detroit quarterback role in the
second half and led the Lions to
victory.

up in camp 21 days late and
Coact Norm Van Brocklin said
the former Louisiana Stale
player would be fined at the
rate of $100 per day.
Houston linebacker Garland
Boyette, who retired from playing last season and joined thy
coaching staff, is back in utd.
form.
Coach Bill Peterson said Boyette, who has been with HP*,
ton since 1966, agreed to play
again to bolster the Oilers'
middle linebacker position.
Pittsburgh plays at Philadelphia Thursday and Washijg..
ton is at Buffalo Friday in that
week's NFL schedule.

fec

Large Wash
Capacity
Up to 18 pounds of mixed
heavy fabrics come out
thoroughly cleaned.

Mini-Quick/ Cycle

Exclusive
Mini-Basket'

Gives a Mini-BasketT load
a complete laundering in
less than 10 minutes.

Eliminates hand washing
of nuisance loads, leftovers or colored items that
•
might run.

Blocked Stenerud PAT Costs
Chiefs 1746 Loss To Liens

4/11611tarASH
EA Li1/11
,

Lead N' Go
Dispenser System
1. Dispenses soak agent
for soak cycle or wash
powder for pre-wash
cycle.
2. Dispenses detergent
for regular wash cycle.
3. Dispenses bleach at
proper time in cycle.
Disoases_talaric soft- -ener• at' proper time in"'
cycle.

Corrosion Resistant
Turbo-Type Pump
Constantly recirculates
wash water regardless of
speed or water level.
• ••••,..• •

-

\ \1 1

GE's Load N'Go Dispenser
System means completely
automatic washing! Simply Load it and go!

I( I ( \

LOAD 'N GO
2 HP Heavy Duty
1
GE/
Motor

Focus On Football

A Lot Of New Faces To
Greet The Oilers' Fans

Comebacks by last year's
season when Peterson traded
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
right
Associated Press Sports Writer away George Webster and Ron casualties, including
and
Drungo
Elbert
tackle
last
When
Pritchard.
HOUSTON(AP) —
also
A pleasant surprise at middle guard Richard Cheek,
year's crop of Houston Oilers
produced only one victory, linebacker in Houston's 16-13 could help
The arrival of Paul Robinson
management decided to plow exhibition loss to the New York
from Cincinnati
everything under and start Jets was rookie Greg Bingham. and Fred Willis
back
Third-year veteran Floyd Rice aided the Oilers' running
over.
above
got
barely
it
but
corps,
linethe
out
as
fill
on
hired
Croyle
was
Phil
and
Sid Gillman
the anemic stage last season.
foreman of owner Bud Adams' backing corps.
added
hopes
Peterson
Willie Alexander and Benny
spread and wasted no time culline
offensive
the
in
strength
cornerbacks
chaff
the
considered
are
Johnson
ling what he
back
running
from
help
and
from wheat. Gilman made 19 since hard-hitting Zeke Moore
Amundson. a No. 1
player trades before the Oilers moved from the corner to a George
Willie Rodgers;
choice;
draft
Atkins,.
Bob
at
with
work
son
position
pre-sea
safety
reported for
Lewis Jolley
Anil
Johnson
Al
top
The Oilers have • three
Kerrville's Schreiner Institute.
Oilers a running
Gillmares plan is to head off quarterback prospects in Dan will give the
with more teeth this seaa repeat of last year's 1-13 Pastorini, Edd Hargett and attack
son
Oiler
biggest
NationLynn Dickey. The
record, the worst in the
Gillman. who dealt away
al Football League, and return weakness last season however,
of the Oilers' draft
many
with
healthy
of
them
days
keeping
glory
was
their
to
Oilers
the
to get the players he
choices
offenporous
one of the most
The regular ladies day golf the eirly 1960s.
wanted,said he wasn't finished.
Houston's record earned the sive lines in the league
will be held at the Murray
"I will trade away our draft
Gillman's big move there was
Country Club on Wednesday, No. 1 selection in the pro footfor next year and then
choices
Bill
center
all-pro
may
to snatch
August 15, with Chris Graham ball draft, and the Oilers
on 1975—just give
have received the best price Curry, along with his three I'll start
as golf hostess.
them all away," Gillman said.
the
from
rings,
of
p
nine
choice
their
championshi
at
for
be
will
pound
time
per
Tee off
Baltimore Colts to lend lead- -111 do whatever it takes to
a.m. Persons not listed in the any team in many seasons.
start winning right now."
Although the Oilers' offensive ership and stability to the line.
lineups are urged to come on out
1972,
in
area
disaster
Wednesday
a
was
line
course
to the golf
morning and be paired at the Coach Bill Peterson grabbed
Tampa defensive tackle John
tee.
Matuszak, 6-feet-7 and 290
Linups are as follows:
Phyllis Kane, Nell Roach, pounds.
Although a defensive end in
Reba Overbey, and Alice
college, Matuszak is expected
Purdom.
Venela Sexton, Evelyn Jones, to fit into the Oiler plan as a
Betty Jo Purdom,and Margaret starting defensive tackle beside
Greg Sampson, last year's No.
Shuffett.
Cecil said there were no speATLANTA(AP) — Henry Aaselection. Former Dallas
Euldene Robinson, Toopie
he cific instructions to the other
as
well
protected
be
will
ron
Thomas, Inus Orr, and Lou Cowboy Tody Smith and veter- travels on the road with the At- clubs regarding Aaron. "They
an Elvin Bethea will man the
Doran.
lanta Braves in National know their ball parks better
Frances Miller, Nancy ends.
than anyone else."
League cities.
Houston's biggest defensive
Haverstock, Juliet Wallis, and
It's rathmajor
"It's
nothing
weakness could be its lineElizabeth Slushrneyer.
er routine, in fact," said
Beverly Spann, Patsy Miller, backing corps, depleted last Braves Vice President Dick CeCathryn Garrott, and Norma
cil Monday, confirming that exFrank.
tra police protection had been
Peggy Billington, Anna Mary
requested for Aaron out of
Adams, Urbena Koenen, and
town.
Nancy Fandrich.
"We've talked to each club
Rowena Cullom, Jennie
being aware of any poabout
Hutson, Frances Parker, and
tential problems and trying to
GOLF .
Mary Watson.
avert any problems, especially
MONTCLAIR, N.J. — Kaye
By The Associated Press
Eleanor Diuguid, Sadie West,
as Henry gets close to the Potter of Louisville. Ky. capNFL Exhibition Games
Rebecca Irvan, and Beth
Saturday's Games
record," said Cecil
tured medalist honors during
13
Orleans
Belote,
Miami 11, New
Aaron, who has slammed 28 qualifying action at the 73rd
Fran
San
34,
Jets
York
New
Betty Lowry, Frances Hulae,
home runs this season, is just U.S. Women's Amateur Golf
cisc.0 .14
Carol Hibbard, and Jerelene
cinclhnati 045. Philadelph pa 21 13 shy of the all-time career
70
tournament with a two-over-par
Baltimore
34.
Atlanta
Sullivan.
record of 714 set by Babe Ruth. 74.
Minnestita 10, Pitisburgn 6
Meuhleman, .Rae
Judy
7
Houston
Chicage- 34,
Aaron will try to improve his
TENNIS .
Green Bay 10, Buffalo 3
Emener, and Mary Contri.
21, mark of 701 today when the
Angeles
21,
Los
Cleveiand
INDIANAPOLLS — England's
Jean
Hutson,
Emma Sue
Cubs
Chicago
the
face
Braves
tie
Veronica Burton upset fifthWilson, Charlene- Dees, and
-77, DMUS 211In Wrigley Field.
seeded Patti Hogan of La Jolla,'
St. Unds 17, San Diego 13
Bettye Hunter.
The 39-year-old Atlanta slug- Calif., in the first round of the
SWOP" Oases
Adkins, Annie
Marilyn
New York Giants 13, #4ew ger has reportedly received 890,000 U.S. Clay Courts tennis
Knight, and Nancy Hutson. England 7
hate mail and occasional abuse championships.
Misilder's Genie _
Eddie Mae Outland and Chris

Ladies Day
Golf At The
Murray Club

Permanently lubricated
with overload protector...
resets automatically.

Filter-Flo*
Washing System

Famous Filter-no.
Filtering System

Traps lint-fuzz in nonclogging, moving filter.
Also serves as a detergent
dispenser.

Traps lint and fuzz in non
clogging, moving filter.
Also serves as a detergent
dispenser.

Dynamic
Balance Control

New 8 Vane
Activator's

Aircraft-type suspension system compensates for- vibration-ane
ofi balance loads.
Eliminates need for reset buttons.

Handles up to 18 lbs. of
mixed heavy fabric loads
with gentle but thorough
wash action.

WA8420N
You can get all these-features plus backed
by the best service availabIL1
- or

238"

More Protection For
Aaron Is Ordered

Pro Football
At A Glance

5/

4

Ilfs, 14

Sports In
Brief

Completely Automatic
v Heavy Duty
v Cuts Off When Clothes Get Dry

v Completely Automatic
t/ Heavy Duty

SALE $19995

SALE

'168'

Murray Appliance
212-E.-Main
Murray, Ky.

Owners: Howard Coy
'John Simmons

Phone
753-1586
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Re-discover Kentucky

COM8 In Today

Mountain Parkway Art
Exhibit Set August 19
by Helen Price Stacy
Hoedown Island at Natural
Bridge State Resort Park, near
Slade, Ky., will be the setting
for the Eighth Annual Mountain
Parkway Art Exhibit, from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday, August
19. Sponsored by the Powell
County Art Club, the exhibit is
artists.
all
to
open
Since the initiation of this
annual event, the show has
grown from an exhibit of works
by club members displayed on a
few[DWI Of bleachers to one of
the most important art ac-'cities in the region. At last
year's exhibit, artists came
from all over Kentucky as well
as from Indiana, Ohio and West
Virginia. Their works filled the
concrete patio ( where square
each
dancing is enjoyed
and paintings
weekend)
overflowed to line the walkway
all the way from the park
souvenir shop.
This year's show is expected
to attract some of the bestknown names in Kentucky art.
The show is not competitive, but
Is an opportunity for artists to
sell their work, meet other
artists and exebanie ideas.
''Shop talk is a pleasant part
of the day,' said Mrs. Nellie
Meadows of Clay City, director
of the club. -The Natural
Bridge show is the only opportunity some of us have to see

r

artist friends from the far
corners of Kentucky and other
states."
Mrs. Meadows, along with
Mrs. Emma Carpenter of
Stanton, whose work has been
exhibited through travel tours
sponsored by the Kentucky
Arts Commission, and Mrs
Jerelene Rose, editor of the
Clay City Times, are in charge
of the Natural Bridge exhibit.
They invite photographers to
participate by displaying what
they consider outstanding
photos or creative photography.
Paintings in all media are
welcome but must be properly
framed or matted.
Park manager Gary Qualls
has made arrangements for
artists to use facilities in and
around Hemlock Lodge-covered
porch areas and balconies-in
case of rain.
"The exhibit is viewed by
thousands each year and is an
excellent time for visitors to
meet their favorite artists,"
Mrs. Meadows said.
The public is admitted free,
but artists and photographers
who exhibit are expected to pity
a $2 registration fee.
Further information may be
obtained by telephoning Mrs.
Meadows in Clay City, Phone
(606) 663-2264; Mrs. Carpenter
in Stanton, phone ( 606) 6635564; or Mrs. Rose in Clay City,
phone (606) 606540.

and start this Beautiful Set of
Crystal Stemware!

KISS AWAY THE TEARS—John Flatray of Longmont, Colo.,
comforts his crying daughter, Duranee, Z,whea the youngster
arrived at Denver from Thailand. It was the first time Flatray
saw his daughter. Flatray married in Thailand in 1969 bringing
his wife back to the US. after tsar of duty His wife returned to
Thailand to visit and died in childbirth.
(AP Wirephoto)
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You and Your Pet
.
0

Dogs Suffer From
Cold-Like,JLSickness_

=tonally by bouts of coughing.
By R.aymondA. Minor,
If your dog has an asthma
Veterinary Services
attack, he should be comforted
Norden Laboratories
While a dog does not suffer as much as possible. Fright
from the common cold as we may prolong the problem. Kind
know it, he does get something words and a soft tone of voice
quite- similar—an _upper can reassure him. Pat him and
speak to him gently.
respiratory infection.
of
Allow the dog to sniff
symptoms
Common
respiratory ailments are: a aromatic spirits of ammonia
discharge from the nose and and rub his throat until the
Frances Drake
eyes, rise in temperature, attack passes. Sometimes a
shallow and rapid breathing, a sedative will help relax him.
FOR WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15, 1.973
If there is mucus around his
dry or hacking cough, loss of
eyes, gently clear it away. The
vitality and appetite.
Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
Sneezing may accompany eyes and the nose can be wiped
your birthday comes and find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
these conditions. Sneezing also with a mild boric acid solution.
what your outlook is, according
A more or less average day may be caused by an allergy as Milk of magnesia (from one
to the stars.
one
to
but you should enjoy the well as an infection from a teaspoonful
ARIES
evening hours, when some respiratory problem.
tablespoonful, according to the
rA
f
( Mar. 21 to Afx. 20)
bright and amusing persons
A warning: A dog may have a dog's size) can relieve some
Some planetary restrictions. give you stimulating ideas.
dry, hot nose without being W discomfort.
and
promises
Don't depend on
CAPRICORN
Whatever medication yob
and a cold nose when ill. Do not
don't Make any binding ( Dec. M to Jan. 20) 11
at home, it is best to
of
administer
indicator
as
an
nose
the
use
agreements yourself. Stress
You now have a chance to an
check with your veterinarian.
ailment.
in
conservatism in all things.
to
someone
ability
your
prove
Before administering any before doing so.
authority, but it's one of those
;TAURUS
, you should consult
Be cgreful not to confuse an
medication
days when you'll have to go it
•(Apr. 21 to May 11)
cough with the cough
for
asthmatic
n
correct
your
veterinaria
Stay on the beam. Don't take alone. Don't count on another's
diagnosis and instructions. He that a dog gets when his master
things for granted even though cooperation.
may prescribe oral medications pulls on a lead with a choke
all seems well 11 an agreement AQUARIUS
07%.
can relieve symptoms collar. This dog may be merely
that
con19)
defer
to
(Jan. 21 to Feb.
Is pending, try
complications temporarily. Once the symp- clearing his throat or indicating
Unexpected
clusion for 46 hours.
call for a sudden change in toms are under control, take some nervounasss.
GEMINI
business matters but, in making your dog for a complete
( May 22 to June 21)
Remember that severe
still them, rely on your own checkup.
judgment
Your
Dogs may suffer from chronic respiratory disorders require
somewhat "off." Forget your Judgment — not that of others.
breathing difficulty. Asthma is professional treatment—
most ambitious plans for awhile PISCES
' one such ailment. It occurs possibly from one of a wide
(Q
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
and concentrate on routine.
Check all facts. Do not take more often in older dogs.
range of antibiotics that can get
CANCER
or statements at face
reports
ed
by
is
effective results. It is best
good,
Asthma
characteriz
80
(June 22 to July 23)
value — especially if they're wheezing and a very deep- to consult your veterinarian at
A day of surprises! A favor
likely to influence your attitude seated cough. Breathing may be the first sign of respiratory
you recently bestowed is amply toward co-workers.
oc- problems.
shallow, interrupted
repaid and, in job matters,
YOU BORN TODAY are an
something of importance is
extremely versatile individual,
decided in your favor."
ambitious and dynamic of
LEO
personality. You also have
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
driving powers and
tremendons
—y.
Your perception especiall
should make an outstanding
sharp now. In all matters success in any field of your
depend on your own judgment, choosing. However, you MUST
not that of others.
learn to conserve energies and
not overtax yourself. Once selfVIRGO
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Burley plants are in the button to early
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WPkil disciplined and educated along
growers know that flower stage. A contact
tobacco
A fine day for achievement; the proper lines, you could excel
plants at the material can be applied imtobacco
topping
of
decisions
writer,
making
as
executive,
a
business
for
also
is
necessary to mediately before or after
time
proper
even
may
actor, musician, banker,
importance. You
Along with topping or within two days after
weight.
leaf
increase
have the opportunity to cash in stateiirnan or military leader.
longer than
Do avoid impulsiveness, topping, growers must also topping. Suckers
on an avocational skill.
try to curb yoour consider methods of sucker one inch should be removed
and
however,
LIBRA
before spraying.
tendency toward extremism. control.
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
The contact chemical must be
be removed by
can
of:
Napoleon
Suckers
Birthdate
advancing
for
A good day
applied as a coarse spray so
the
of
through
,
Emperor
controlled
Bonaparte
or
hand
at
your ideas. One, arrived
Sir Walter Scott, use of chemicals. Two types of that it runs down the stalk and
almost intuitively, especially France;
Princess Anne, of chemical sprays—systemic and kills the young sucker buds. The
pleases superiors; brings novelist;
England.
contact—are available for spray works quickly and if no
pleasing reward.
. • •
controlling suckers, notes J.H. rain occurs within an hour after
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
SCORPIO
FOR MS Per • PlIrlem. 1150•90
Extension tobacco spraying the suckers should be
Smiley,
and
love
wealth,
Imate,
on
terscast
22)
(Oct. 24 to Nov.
marriage. ling111.01 plus TS cents In
at the University of
specialist
Mixed influences. Job matCOP, RP MINN and handling to
During prolonged periods of
of
College
Kentucky
Sank 13•Peltmlnl• SOK 173,
ters prosper but romance is
Old Chaissu Station. New York, N.Y
temperature and humidity,
high
.
Agriculture
under something of a cloud. Be
ADORMarrilrh
Print 'Our
"atrAla M
are contact chemicals can cause
chemicals
systemic
The
prepared for the unexpected
(lobs
ours
515TH
ZIP,and DATE OF'
you get the fight forecast for your
abscrbed by the plants and loss of lower leaves because of
and the disconcerting.
zodiac sign).
move inside the plants to the stem rot. This problem may be
active growth regions. The worse if higher-than-suggested
systemics contain maleic rates or Improper conhydrazide as the active centrations are used.
A University of Kentucky
ingredient. When used at the
proper rates, the systemics do leaflet entitled "Sucker Control
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
not kill suckers, but stop the Chemicals for Burley Tobacco"
SERVICES. INC.
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING
is available from local county
growth of the sucker buds.
When using systemic sucker Extension agents.
control, Smiley recommends
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
COPIES
1 TO
Horse Show
topping when half of the plants
The 1993 Xentucky State Fair
PRINTING AND
have one flower open. Any
Camera Ready Copy Only.
suckers present should be World's Championship Horse
DUPLICATING
removed when the plants are Show, offering $132,500 in prize
money and trophies, will begin
topped.
Several formulations of Monday, August 20 and run
maleic hydrazide are on the through Saturday, August 25
market. Since they have dif- when the $10,000 World's Fiveferent concentrations of the Gaited Championship will be
active material, they must be held. Admission is free for the
applied at the rates recom- 2:00 P.M. matinees everyday
mended on the label. Higher- except Thursday, and the 10:00
than-recommended rates will performance Tuesday.
not improve sucker control and
Fresh pears are delicious
may cause residue problems. served with cream
cheese that
Contact. chemicals kill the has been mixed with diced can733.4667
PrioNE
contact.
on
STREET
buds
young sucker
SO443 MAIN
died ginger If you need to softWhen using a contact chemical, en the ginger before dicing, dip
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Smiley suggests topping when It into hot water and drain

Your Individual Horoscope

korit

Chemicals Available To
Control Tobacco Suckers

44;
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The beauty of this magnificent stemware is designed to harmonize with any decor, from traditional
Each piece
contemporary. Durable enough for everyday use, it is also at home in the most elegant setting.
blown bowl,
has the solid weight that spells quality. Tap the rim and you hear a rich bell tone! Design is
with button stem.

The Pattern is called "Murray Tango" and is sparkling 24%
Lead Crystal from Europe's Finest German Craftsmen.

Here's How To Qualify .

Tim
for 'c
By JAMES A. G
Copley News Se

Time is running c
nation's auto builde
desperate race to fir
er-burning alternat
internal-combustion
And they're still
from the finish line
Typical of the
search for an engin(
starch-stiff govern
sion controls %Who(
on questionable de
the controversial
converter is the on
by Chrysler Corp.
ident, John Riccari
who cut his eyeteeth
development durin
career in the autom
ness, talks quite frit(
the chase for an alti
the combustion poi
"We've examinee
ternative to the col
engine that has S
promise at all, ev,
the lead time for car
another engine was
adequate," Fticcarc
He is referring to tl
ment's insistence
. cent of pollutants b
from exhaust em)
1976.
-- "We have done
able work with the'
rotary engine, beE
far back as 1962,"
says. :And to be qi
we are not optimi
that engine becau
cost, its high fuel co
'kid its Mit erngOf
bon monoxide and
bons."
Riccardo notes th
tional Academy of
has reported an ur
Wankel of equival,
emits up to three
much carbon mon,
five times as many
bons as an uncontz
ventional piston en
-We've also boob
diesel as a possibl
live," Riccardo p
-However, even Us
Benz Co., a princi
facturer of passeng
sels, has testified ti
se/ is not the ens,
passenger Car nee
country. While its
ciency is good, thi
heavy, very expens
smelly and slow a
ation. And it emits
of srnoke, particula
ides of nitrogen."
Like other aut.
Chrysler has taken
at the Honda engi:
"The Honda eng
shows promise,"
admits, "and we
agree with the HOI
that controlling the
inside the engine !
possible way to ck
Riccardo notes
Honda motor is E
combustion piston
conventional powe
a revolutionary
from conventions
ogy, as some hay
—the approach
used, of basic eng

with your first $25.00 deposited to your existfnusavinis
account gr:when yo open a new savings account with _
$25.00, you are eligible to purchase this beautiful crystal
stemware for $4.00 per item.

"WALKING 1

The Bank of Murray will give you the fourth piece—Free!
You are eligible to purchase a piece with each $25.00
deposit thereafter.

Start

THE Broth
in the Motl
Shaft is stil
...all ti
40'

Fast Print Copy Center
Leo•

•

It's the Rewarding Way to build a Savings Account and
a Beautiful Set of Crystal!

Bank of Murray
MEMBER F.D.I.C.
ettattleWrofe
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LittwAtniVif
COAT SALE

Time vanishing
for 'clean' engine
cation, is an extension of the
same approach we have used
to remove 70 per cent of the
emissions from our cars," the
Time is running out for the
Chrysler president explains.
nation's auto builders in their,
"This modification apdesperate race to find a cleanproach promises both the fuel
er-burning alternative to tie
economy and the good perforinternal-combustion engine.
mance which we all desire."
And they're still a long way
Chrysler,in fact, has signed
line.
finish
from the
a disclosure agreement with
Typical of the frantic
Honda and is considering possearch for an engine to satisfy
sibilities of converting its new
starch-stiff government emisantipollution technology to
sion controls without tacking
Chrysler engines, according
on questionable devices like
to Riccardo.
the controversial catalytic
"We hope Honda has
converter is the one pursued
achieved a breakthrough," he
by ChrysIkr Corp. Its pressays. "But we don't know yet
ident, John Riccardo, a man
if it will meet the 1976 emiswho cut his eyeteeth on engine
sion control) standards. Hondevelopment during a long
da is predicting three years
career in the automotive busifrom completed concept to the
ness, talks quite frankly about
first production engine."
the chase for an alternative to
Riccardo says Chrysler has
the combustion power plant.
experimented with electric
•'We've examined every almotors, too, including the
ternative to the conventional
promising Rankine-cycle enengine that has shown any
gine.
promise at all, even though
-None of them satisfied all
the lead time for conversion to
the requirements for emission
another engine was clearly incontrols, cost, driveability
adequate," Riccardo recalls.
and fuel economy that arereHe is referring to the governglared for sale in the U.S.
merit's insistence that 90 per
market," he emphasizes.
pollutants
be
removed
- cent of
all the possible alternafrom exhaust emissions by -Yves 't'o the piston engine,
1976.
Chrysler always has believed
-We have done considerthe gas turbine shows the
able work with the Wankel, or
most promise, in Riccardo's
rotary engine, beginning as
view.
far back as 1962," Riccardo
"We've done a good deal of
says. "And to be quite frank,
pioneer work with automotive
we are not optimistic about
turbines and have tested a
that engine because of its
fleet of turbine-equipped cars
cost, its high fuel consumption
in consumer hands," he notes.
-and RS high,emissions of ear-.
"In- addition to lig-obvious atbon monoxide and hydrocartributes of aimplicity and
bons"
smooth performance, the turRiccardo notes that the Nabine easily passed the 1975
tional Academy of Sciences
standards for control of carhas reported an uncontrolled
bon monoxide and hydrocarWankel of equivalent power
bons.
emits up to three times as
"In 1970 we were still workmuch carbon monoxide and
ing on problems of cost and
five times as many hydrocar- *.manufacturing, but the exbons as an uncontrolled contreme severity of the 1976
ventional piston engine.
standard for control of oxides
"We've also looked at the
of nitrogen had the effect of
diesel as a possible alternapostponing development work
tive," Riccardo points out.
on the turbine. It's simply not
.'However, even the Daimlera viable alternative unc:er the
Benz Co., a principal manupresent emission control)
facturer of passenger car dielaw."
sels, has testified that the diesel is not the answer for the
passenger car needs of this
country. While its fuel efficiency is good, the diesel is
Santa Maria, a Portuguese
heavy, very expensive, noisy,
liner hijacked at gunpoint in
smelly and slow on accelerthe Caribbean in 1961 by .Poration. And it emits high levels
tuguese rebels, has sailesi on
of smoke, particulates and oxher last voyage to Taiwan
ides of nitrogen."
where she will be broken up.
Like other auto makers,
The 1961 hijacking of the
Chrysler has taken a long look
Santa Maria is regarded as
at the Honda engine, too.
the forerunner to the present
"The Honda engine concept
rash of political hijackings. —
shows promise," Riccardo
admits, "and we certainly
agree with the Honda people
that controlling the emissions
inside the engine is the best
possible way to do the job."
Sentences of from three to
Riccardo notes that the
10 years were pronounced reHonda motor is an internal
cently in Haifa for two Jews,
combustion piston engine — a
four Arabs and one Druse, acconventional power plant, not cused of spying for Syria.
a revolutionary departure
The seven were members of
from conventional technol- a left-wing spy ring of Jews
ogy, as some have claimed. and Arabs whose leader, thud
'"Ibe approach Honda has Adiv, was sentenced to 17
used, of basic engine modifiyears in May. — CNS
By JAMES A. GROIN
Copley News Service

$1.00 Down Holds Any Coat
In Lay-A-Way!
We Have Many Other Styles to Choose From ... From Car Coats to Maxis

- ACRYLIC SEAL-FAKE----FUR-100% acrylic seal fake fur coat
with blue fox collar and border. 40" length, belted, double
breasted. Sizes 8 to 18 in
black or brown.

44
100% ORLON FAKE FUR

•

10014 grIon fake fur coat with
spettiid lynx trim collar, cuffs
and border. Double breasted.
lyr-r-trown er •black:

DOUBLE BREASTED BOOT COAT

Hijack pioneer is
being spitted

Syrian spies are
jailed in Isrul

gib
tot
ilirr*
2
I

TH E ATR

100% rayon feathers double
breasted boot coat with mink
trim collar and border. Ladies
sizes 8 to 18 in brown; or
beige.

BUCKSUEDE COAT
Bucksueide coat with zip front,
seal trim collar, cuff, front
and
border.
Embroidered
stitching on sleeves and border. Sizes 8 to 18 in lovely
blue or antelope.

Rayon cracked ice suede coat
with sherpa collar, front, cuffs
and border. Zip diamond pocXetsi_saap front, belted. Junior
sizes 5 to 15 in brown or blue.

INAalliati
e

V11;vii

* Ends TONITE *
"WALKING TALL"I"MARY POPPINS" çj

Starts TOMORROW!
Brother Man
in the Motherland
- haft is stickin'
all the way.

•

100% ACRYLIC
CHUBBY COAT
100% acrylic chubby coat of
blue tox with zip front and
large collar. Ladies sizes
small, medium and large in
blue.

RACCOON
TRIMMED
FAKE FUR
Beautiful fake
raccoon collar,
der. Double
belted. Ladies
in red or camel.

fur coat with
cuff and borbreasted and
sizes 8 to 18

in

0
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
lailiNION8011WOWNERWAINgeWOVIMM:

4

1-6 Sundays

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer

Acres of Free Parking

FOX TRIM
FAKE FUR
Ladies fake fur coat of 100'0
orlon seal ii zhivago styling.
Lovely fox trim c011ar, front,
cuffs and border. Sizes B to 18
in black or brown.

I
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Sell It With A Classified Ad

7::16

Legal Notice

IN MEMORY

IN MEMORY

In Memory of Charles Dean can be filled.
Starks who passed away one year I cannot say, and I will not say
that he is dead, his just away.
ago.
Sadly missed by wife and
gone,
precious
one
from
us
is
A
children.
a voice we loved is still, a place is
1TP
vacant in our home that never

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
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00 0HOU 000H
ROM 0000 MDR
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COMM00 DRUMM
0151 0MOO OOMPP
0P2 0000 OMMO
OPUV OUMM OD
000 10008 BB
MOO 0000 UMD0
000 0000 MAO

41 God of Iowa

43 Care for
45 Goal
.47 Struck
50 Sun god
52 Roman road
.
63 The Qin&
56 Encounter
' sa interconnection
60 Hebrew month
61 Scuipturad
likeness
63 Give confidence to
65 Entertain
66 Saint tabbr )
67 Fondle

11

ff

15

'.2'71•5
.......It

Rabbit

nateo

55 Encourage

7

i9''30'
54
42
45

57 Greek letter
59 Steamship
iabbr
62 Pronoun
64 Above
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SIR!

AUCTION SALE

1965 OLDSMOBILE, air
dition, power steering
brakes. E. Blankinship of
tucky,602 Maple St:,
Murray.

41.4,

SERVICE MA

For Sale -by-Owner

AS Lltal1 SEEM
TO KNOW...

BLONDIE
THAT'S IT-- SLEEP --YOU
APE IN MY POWEFt --ware
CUT A CHECK FOR.1,000
MR A MR4K
JACI<ET

THE PHANTOM
1
-

NICE ONE bedroom furnished
PINTO-1971, sharp. 33,000 ac- apartment. Air Conditioned. All
tual miles. Phone 753-7856. A15C Electric. Adjacent to university
campus. Couples only. Phone 753Al7C
3805.
MUSIC

SMALL FOUR room house, south
of Murray on 641, across from
Nesbitt Fabric Shop. Adultc
Refrences. Phone 492-8356. A20C

PIANO TUNING -Repair HOUSE FOR a middle age
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- working lady. Call 753-2987. A14C
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, OFFICE SUITE on South 5th
Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753ground floor.
TFC Street, any size, on 753-5595 or
8911.
Contact L.D. Miller,
A15C
753-5000.
FOR RENT

THREE BEDROOM brick house,
unfurnished, 1669 Ryan. $150.00
per month. Phone 753-0312 after
A16C
4:00p.m.

••••••

WASH
WINDOW
perienced • Very
prices. Phone 761
Thompson.

For Sole
By Owner

House
located
on
beautiful wooded one
acre lot, two miles
south. Three bedrooms,
two baths, family room,
fireplace,
built-ins,
central air.

Phone 753-2780 Days or
753-7682 After 7:00 p.m.

WOULDN'T YOU really rather
live in a residential area? Place
SERVICES OFFERED
your mobile accommodations.
VA approved. Swimming pool FOR ALL your additions,
city utilities, on both city and remodeling, residential or
county school bus routes, Fox commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
Meadows and Coach Estates. Sevestimates. Call 753-6122.
our yellow pages ad. 753A20C BURNETT'S MOBILE Home
3855.
Service, 1105 Lackey Street,
PRIVATE ROOMS for men Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14
students with kitchen facilities different colors to choose from.
and central heat and air. Phone Underpenning and anchors.
436-5479.
A27C Central air Conditioning. 24 hour
sertrice. Phone 502-442WANT TO BUY
31167September 7C
9
copies
of
BUY
July
WANT TO
The Ledger & Times, PleaseVICC DO ironing and sewing in
bring in the Ledger & Times- 103 my home. Reasonable. ButNorth 4th Street.
TFNc tonholes made.Phone 753A15C
FOUND DACHSHUND terrier 7515.
dog, brown with white throat and
paws. Well trained and grieving, DOZER
SERVICE-07E
phone 436-2311.
14NC "caterpiller, hydraulic power
shift. Mph Stewart 492WANTED TO BUY sweet corn
8491!
Al5C
for freezing, phone 753-1733. ITC
WANT TO BUY pre-recorded CONCRETE
WORK. Lee
stereo casette tapes. Phone 753- Childress. Walks, floors,
drives,
9039.
A16C patios. Phon, 753-6170 Armo,
Kentucky.
Al6P
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

NANCY
NV

'kohl.

WILLIE'S INTEFUI
tenor Painting. Ph4
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:
753-7484 after 4:30 p
estimates.
Se

-Papering -F
-Canvasi
FREE ESTI14
Bill Honk
7614111e

ROY'S LOCKSMI1
Phone Paris,642-65,

ADVERTISE!! H
Company, 607 Sout
Phone 753-8346.

PAINTING-EXTE
tenor. For free esti
Sammie Atkins
Decorating for fri
Phone 437-4534.

R & R ASPHALT PE
_wbrk guaranteed.
'residential. Free-Phone day or night
7201

WILL DO trash
hauling. Reasonable
753-6130.

FREE ESTIMATE
installation. Phone 7

ADVERTISE!! H
Company, 607 Soul
! Phone 7534346.

JERRY'S REF11
Custom Built Furn.
South of Murray
Jerry McCoy, own
8837.

ROY HARMON fini
Houses trimmedand doors-custom
remodeling. Qu.
manship. Phone 753
0790.

DRESS MAKING a
in my home. Phone
5525.

SCARBOROUGH I
Electric Complete
service. Let us ct
pump for you befc
new one. 24 hou
service. Phone 7535543.

TIMBER-LODG
Tucky Lake, Route
Tennessee will d
work. Large selec'
Phone 901-593-3534.

414.4.

GO TO THE COLLEGE SHOP

Formal Wear Headquarters
OVER 600 IN STOCK

No Waiting

Tuxedo Rental

LIU ABNER

WILL KEEP child
home by the hour, day
Phone 753-3102.

Phone 753-4992 Evenings or see Jimmy Bucy

BEATLE BAILEY

(THE NEWS
MUST
BE VERY
DISTURBING
TODAY
H E'S
BURYING
THE PAPER

247-73

Also lot on Highway 121 2 miles southeast of Murray in Lynwood subdivision 190 feet front
225 feet deep. Shaded.

A BATTIE HI THE
aaveAtr (1457LE Plays.
tve PHANTOM ,46,4I/ST
THE 4408
"AWA"65....
0,111E0 V44qP1,7f5,"

YES, OUR DOG.
JUST PICKED IT
OFF THE PORCH

SERVICE M

This beautiful house on large lot on Overby road in Meadow Green Acres Subdivision
approximately 2 miles Southeast of Murray. Turn north off Highway No. 121 at the Locust
Grove road, 3rd. house on left. Living room, 3 bedrooms, one with walnut paneling. l'
Baths, Utility room, nice kitchen with pecan cabinets and paneling, Garage finished with
storage shelves and Electric door operator. Central beat and air, Sheer curtains and
draperies. City water, Black top road. Move in with deed.

Four lots in Memorial Garden Calloway Co. Masonic Garden will sacrifice.
door
two
500XL
1968 GALAXIE
hardtop, vinyl roof, power stermg
ON KENTUCKY Lake; four '
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
disc brakes, 390 motor with
large bedrooms, 2 baths, large
automatic transmission, like new
NICE SMALL furnished apirt- kitchen and living area, breakblock
one
rooms,
PRIVATE
TWO
inside and out. Nearly new tires
Conditioned. ment for rent. Electric heat, fast bar, fireplace, central heat
new shocks and local car. $1025, from university. Air
and air, boat dock, large patio,
A16C Phone 753-6475 days and 753-5962 carpeted. Apply in person to 1414 $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. A18C
phone 436-2368.
Vine
or
call
436-5812
after
6
A16C
nights.
p.m.
A 14C BY OWNER-. beautiful shady lot
JEEP-1971, four wheel drive TWO LARGE furnished apart100 X 253'. beside park, Sharp
with roll bar and convertible top. ments. Carpeted and air con-- MOBILE HOME,two bedroom 12
A16C ditioned. Married couples only. tftg 55 can be seen at Shady Oaks Street Ready for quality home
Phone 753-5532.
Phone 606! 549-2494. August27NC
No pets. Reference ' preferred. trailer court. Call 753-9067. A14C
LEMANNS-1966,
6
PONTIAC
$100 per month. Phone 753-6425
BY OWNER-two story brick
cylinder, bucket seats, three in days and 753-5962 nights.
A16C THREE BEDROOM brick home house with full size basement,
floor, $350.00 Phone 753-2742 after
for rent, 5 miles out 94 west, three large bedrooms, two baths,'
A16P
5:00 p.m.
ONE BEDROOM furnished Lynnwood Heights. Call 1-382- living room, dining room and
A14P kitchen. Has garage apartment
apartment, partial utilities paid. 2721 or 1-328-8255.
CHEVROLET-1957, also 1968
with two bedrooms, kitchen,
Air conditioned. Married couples
753Phone
Buick Wildcat.
TRAILER 10 by 42, furnished, living room, bath and utility
only. No pets. Phone 753Al6P
7490.
A 18C air-conditioned, nice, near room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30
9741.
University, prefer one person. p.m.for appointment.
A20C
1962 AUSTIN Healey, 3000 MK II,
753-3895.
A 14C
+great engine, new paint (char- FURNISHED APARTMENT,
coal grey), hardtop, also new located one
block from TWO BEDROOM furnished LARGE SHADY lot, located
tires. Phone 753-4423 after 5 University, two to four girls duplex apartment, electric heat corner of Lynn Grove Highway
A16C 8500.00 per semester plus and air conditioned. Couple or and Johnny Robertson Road
o'clock.
girls only. $110.00 plus utilities Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430
BUICK-1969, extra sharp. Air, utilities, and deposit. Contact
per month. $50 deposit. Phone nights.
A16C
1970
753753-7278
or
Also
Jr.,
Pasco,
miles.
John
35,000 actual
A20C
or 753-1351.
753-4599
A21NC
2649.
Ford, air, $800.00. Phone 753Al4C
7856.

--1

OH, NANCY,
DID OUR
NEWSPAPER
COME YET

4

Call Collect t•
Estimates

conand
KenA14C

PROFESSIO
CLEAN IN
v. Carpets
Furniture
v• Walls
W

111M+1.1111•K ON

4

CHEVROLET TRUCK-1952, one
A16C
ton. See at bus station.

e -.mon 44,444

IF YOU'RE 601N6 TO OREAX
WE RUTH'S liOigE-RUN itECORD,
43trRE 601N6 TO HAVE TO
DO &TIER THAN THAT...

Leave your heavy
up to the exper

Will•01.111111.10111.

VOLKSWAGEN FASTBACK1966. Extra good condition,
$650.00. 1965 Mustang, V8
automatic, $450.00. Phone 436Al6P
5880.

Douglas Shoemaker in charge of sale. Phone 753-3375.

.;$66
-"
-w-'
Sndicata, Inc.
Feature
Distr. by United

1 Host
2 Manufactured

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SERVICES °FIE

1969 PONTIAC GTO, two door
hardtop, gold with black vinyl
top. Power steering, brakes and
factory air, in good condition with
many extras. Phone 436A 14C
7240.

Will sell bedroom suite, odd beds, electric stove and
refrigerator, TV., dishes, cooking utensils, quilt box,
quilts, piece goods, yard furniture, new Maytag wringer
washer, vaporizer, tables and chairs, lamps, real nice
wash stand, pie safe, two trunks, one small and outstanding. Shaving mug, child's dishes, ruffled vases,
---- slate, approximately 40 pieces Japanese dishes and
figurines, old miniature lamp and globe, pair of real old
- 10" violin bottles, nice hand painted and other pictures, a
set and four other real old sherbert dishes, 2t:2 gallon
Planters peanut jar, k-2 gallon stone jar, split basket,
- small and large China shoes, J.A. & Smith Co. oil lamp,
- new cradle type weed cutter, new wire and outbuilding
items. Also possibly 1962 Oldsmobile four door hardtop, in
real good running condition, oil changed regularly and
really taken care of. - Good tires.
Not a big sale, but good variety and clean. Drinks
available. •
Not responsible for accidents
Mrs. Robbie Falwell, executrix.
Douglas Shoemaker in charge of sale.
Phone 753-3375

-

Call
753-191

PLYMOUTH-1969 Fury III, two
door hardtop, steering, brakes
and air and radial tires. Phone
A16C
474-2257.

ESTATE AUCTION

ir'411,
:.:•:413
,---..e.........-

Notice is hereby given that beginning September 1, 1973,
the sheriff of Calloway County will cheek all businesses
--which sell tobacco, cold drinks, ice cream, etc., including
vending machines,subject to the county occupational tax.
Failure to have a county license issued by County Court
Clerk will result in warrants being issued for the owners
for failure to have. proper licenses.

Saturday, August 18, 10:00 a.m., rain or shine,
3 miles east of Murray, Ky., on Highway 94,
near Lake Stop Grocery at late Hartle Williams home.

nibor

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

"1965 FORD Fairlane-289 four
speed, two door hardtop, needs
A16P
paint, 1400.00. 7674382.

Public Notice-

41MINIIIIIII1111111111111111&___.
AUCTION SALE.

REAL WT.'ATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Legal Notice

56 Manuscript

42 Locaben
44,
N;ystract be,ng
a6 Visor
48 A state
49 Confident
hope
51 Aleutian island

23 Yil.

':•-• .

61
DOWN

37 Gnomon,

:4 .5 -.'...'...;(6
2 3 7.-:;:

1

.)
11;i-Oreposition
40 Note of scale

Answer WA...No.1100

3 'Symbol for

Silver
4 More refined
1 Wine cup
4 Postscript
5 C note
labbr I
6 Sowers
6 Dinner counts7 Mans
11 Stew
nickname
13 PuRee up
a Tardy
9
Make
amends
15 Physician
tabbt
10 Lair
12 WNW if)
16 Salt solution
Siberia
It& Piton
14 Prefix' oown
19 Affirmative
17 Baseball
21 W.fe of
team
Geraint
20, Resort
2 Printers
24 Poker stake
measure
25 Rodent
23 Mate
27 St J11 Jacket
26 Lamprey
29 Reach across 28 Grant use of
29 Identical
31 Periods of
30 Ache
time
32 Satiate33 Symbol for
tellurium
36 Bitter vetch
34 Cooled lava
35

38
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(
tFl-tE.NgESS'i t-ti!kr:;"
AMY TRUTH LEFT;
I'D HAVE BEEN
MiN05,AN ARNI:
:.:f

by

Six

THE
Co Li,E G ESA 0-P
(Across from MS11 Library)

Phone 753-3242

214 No. 15th Street

EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell
THE OLDE Shoppe. Furniture
engraved golden metal social
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main,
security plates. See Rosebud
Sykes, Murray Hatchery. Phone- next to the Dairy Queen. Phone
753-8240.
August24C
753-3422.
September 13C '
TIMBER-LODGE on TennTucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
ON KENTUCKY Lake two Tennessee. will build complete
bedroom, with fireplace, wall to fireplaces, starting at only
wall carpet and furnished price $695.00. Selection of stones
$12,580. Phone 4374444.
Al6C available. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Phone 901-593BY OWNER, lovely three '3534.
TFC
bedroom brick house available
now,call 753-4381.
Al6C
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
KENIANA SHORES-100' x 200,topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138 or
restricted lake view. Lots for 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
$25.00 down and $25.00 per month.
Also as, x 205' mow,home iota CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
for ;NA down and 10,00 per steam cleaned. Mee-Carpet
rtrotith7rentririvaiii
.--lakeT).Wask`r 46-25047
access, all weather streets. Drive°
Northeast on 444 from New JOHN'S REPAIR Service:
Concord and follow Keniana Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
signs to office. Phone 436-5320 or carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
436-2473.
September 120 753-7625 nights.
TFC
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

-Trc

FOR SAL

36" ATTIC or shc
buys it. Good qualil
$20.00. Both like ni
3202.

SPECIAL 16 FT
gate $20.40, 14 fl
gate $19.40, 6 ft. c
$12.75,8 R. chain 1
10 ft. chain link gi
chain link gate $11
link gate $16.50, 1
gate $17.50. Also
$1.30. 35 percent t
(pellet or meal)$1
cent hog supplen
meal)$13.00 cut. 1
each. 41 per ce
tentrats $41.25
cattle wormer bl
each. Thibenzole
blouses 65 cents
Feed Meal Cuba,
Mot ref

••••••••••••••...1,
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Call
753-19 16

Call
753-19 16

sell It With A Classified Ad
•
•••-••

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

•

"INTERVIEWER WANTED for
SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE:
GOOD USED refrigerator almost
part time telephone survey work.
$206.95, B &
like new. May be seen at Kellys 5 H.P. riding mower,
Give phone number. Must have
7 H.P. electric start
Engine.
S
Pest Control located 100 South
private line. Not a selling job. Air
riding mower, 30" cut, $319.95, B
13th.
Al4C
mail letter including education,
Phone 753-5862
&S Engine. Roby Sales, Highway
work experience and names of
September 9C
68, Benton, Ky.
American
to:
references
1973 HONDA CB-350 very good
Field
Bureau,
Research
condition. Only 3 months old. INTERNATIONAL COMBINE,
Ammendale
4320
Operations,
Phone after Spin. 753-3664. A14C model 93. In good condition and
Phone 753-6129
Road, Beltsville, Maryland
ready to go. Phone 474-2384 after
A16C
20705."
A14P
4:00p.m.
AIR CONDITIONER 10,000 BTU.
WANTED MEAT cutter trainee.
No special wiring needed, only 2 YAMAHA-1971-250 MX and
Some experience desirable, but
years old. Call 753-2409 after 5 motorcycle trailer. Must sell.
not necessary. Send resume to
and all day Sunday.
A14C Phone 753-0263 or see at number
P.O. Box 32-L, Murray, Ken97, Riviera Courts between 8:00
A20C
tucky.
A14C
a.m.-2:00 p.m.
SUMMER CLEARANCE on all
Lott•rs
Armstrong large truck tires.
With Ralsod
VITA MASTER custom built
First line:
825 x 20-10 ply $36.00 + $6.14 rnessager with automatic timer,
A16C
phone 753-8990. •
900
x
20-10
ply
$46.18
+
$7.33
in
my
WILL KEEP children
1969 SUZUKI TS90. Excellent
home by the hour, day or week. 1000 x 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
* Fast and experienced. 2:30 *
Al6P 1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 4- $9.96 condition,$225.00. Phone 753Phone 753-3102.
* p.m. - 6:30 p.m. or until *
* work
*
U. L ht.011.-All egms ,eserved
T•
A16P
Armstrongs best highway tread 8117.
completed.
WI b Ulited hew.
*
*
truck
tire.
*
IBM
Billing
and
*
Machine
WASHING. ExWINDOW
+
825
20-10
ply
$6.14
x
$44.16
*
RAMA
*
top,
ON
IBM Seleetric.
DINlcrrE TABLE formica
A14 ESTMATE
LIKe
perienced.- Very reasonable
*
*
Monday - Friday
with six vinyl covered chairs.
prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr. 900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
AND-EGG 13KuAKFAST "
*
*
x
+
20-12
1000
ply
$9,00
$66.68
best
to
or
Reply
$40.00
condition.
Good
A27C
*
*
Thompson.
1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.98 offer. Phone 753-3092.
*
*
A16NC
*
Armstrongs Best traction type
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Ex- truck tires
holder
Letter
$2.00.
RACKS
--HAT
terior Painting. Phone 753-4832 825 x 20-10 ply $55.21 + $7.25
$2.00, Desk sets $3.00, and Walnut
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and 990 x 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
WANTED EXPERIENCED
$5.00 and childrens
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free 1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52 jewelry boxes
truck drivers. Must be 25 years
seen
be
Can
wheel barrows $4.00.
estimates.
old and have a safe driving
Armstrong Best lug type tire:
at 1624 West Olive or phone 753September 18C 825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
record, with at least one year
A16NC
1712.
over the road experience. Reply
*All prices plus federal and
900 a 20-10 ply $59.92 + $8.51
Pre-Fab
Company,
Transit
to
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52
20'
state tax and old tire,
1972 HONDA 350, One year old.
-Papering -Painting
P.O. Box 677, Murray, KenRoby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
August 27, excellent condition.
Motor
h.p
-Canvasing
A14C
tucky.
Ky.
September 4C
Red high handle bars, luggage
otelstr
FREE ESTIMATES
•, 1973 Mode' Used Weeks
back rest, 2,000 miles. 753rack,
MU Houghton
FINISH CARPENTER needed.
Al6C
5037.
7534911
Al4C
Phone 753-9607.
PIGS FOR sale (13) for further
information phone 753-4016. A14C MOTORCYCLE-1972 Honda
.
..
At
See
trail CT7OH. Very good condition.
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
WE HAVE GOOD JOBS IN
A14C
498-8704.
Phone
Armstrong
TFC BARGAIN TIRES
Phone Paris,642-650.
ADMINISTRATION FOR
made - while present inventory
YOUNG WOMEN AND MEN
air
BTU
19,000
SALE!!
MOVING
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign lasts. 4 ply nylon 775-823-845 by
Running today's Army
sofa and
Company, 607 South 4th Street. 14" or 15" $15.06+$2.80. Custom conditioner, French
takes a lot of adOctoberl7C supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by chair, stove and refrigerator, 1969 TRI-HULL runabout, TREAT rugs right, they'll be a
Phone 753-8346.
rninistratfve skills. Like
chairs. Many Mercury motor, trailer, new boat delight if cleaned with Bllue
14" or 15" 816.51+82.80. Custom tables, lamps and
typing, stenography, office
1112
miscellaneous items.
cover and skis. Phone 753-5587, Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
management and perPAINTING-EXTERIOR, In- 78 Series polyester F-G-H 78 by
Sycamore,8:00 a.m. -10:00
A16C $1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
after 5:00 p.m.
sonnel specialties. We'll
terior. For free estimates phone 14" or 15" $17.70+$2.69.
Al4C
p.m.
A18C
Points.
pay you a good starting
Sammie Atkins Painting & Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78
salary while you learn.
Decorating for free estimate. by 14" or 15" $18.44+$3.10
100cc, $150.00. AKC REGISTERED poodle CONCRETE STEPPING stones
A14C Polyester Steel Belted F-G-H 78 1967 YAMAHA
Plus 30 days paid vacation
Phone 437-4534.
Al6P
Phone 436-5880.
puppies, toys and miniatures. and concrete splash blocks.
excellent
other
and
by 14" or 15" $21.50+$3.10. Wide
104
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality 70 series Polyester glass beltedl
Reasonably priced. Also stud Murray Lumber Company.
I.' I 4
A15C
A20C Maple Street.
_wbrk guaranteed. Business and F-G-H 70 by 14" or 15"
service. Phone 753-6379.
'residential. Frie estimates. $20.81+$306. Wide 60 series NEW HOLLAND one row OMM
FEMALE MRS. Santa demonPhone day or night Mayfield 247- nylong glass belted E-G-L by 15" picker. Phone 435-4232 after 6:00 PECKY CYPRESS lumber, good BELTONE FACTORY fresh
strate toys and gifts August thru
Al6C for
TFC $25.90 + $366.. Roby Sal, High- p.m.
7201.
interior decorating. 5,003 hearing aid batteries for all make December, party plan. Phone
square feet. Phone 753-6671 days hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. A15C 753-8291.
way 68, Benton, Ky. September5C
A15C
Al6C
I WILL DO trash and brush
or 753-3430 nights.
REMOVE CARPET paths and
-hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone CABIN TENT-8 X10 Win- DOUBLE BED,hard rock maple,
TFC chester, $50.00 Used one time, Sealy Posturpedic mattress. Like 1972 YAMAHA 175 Endurio, spots; fluff beaten down nap with NEED MORE income? Want
1 753-6130.
new. $12S.00 for all. Phone 753- excellent condition. Phone 753- Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer extra spending money? Earn
Al5NC 2836.
Phone 753-6213.
while working part time. Set your
A16C
!FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
0123 before 4:30 p.m. or 753-7699 $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
own
hours. For information
ARC
Center.
A2ONC
TFC
753-7850.
Phone
'installation.
after 5:30p.m.
phone 753-1470.
September4NC
vs" BATHROOM wall board,
C-D 4'x8' plywood, EARLY AMERICAN hide-a-bed CUB FARMALL belly mower
. ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign $5.25 each.
BASEMENT MOVING sale, 111
Company, 607 South 4th Street. $4.75 each. Twenty different sofa with springs and mattress. and equipment.Phone 753October17C selections of paneling from $3.66 Good condition. Phone 753Phone 753-8346.
Al6C North 7th Street, Thursday,
3784.
A16C
up. Plexiglass for stordtrrdoors 6302.
Friday and Saturday,9:00 a.m.50 cents square foot
windows,
and
4:00 p.m. Quantity of suplus
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
•
A15P
and up. Fiberglass seconds, all
•
GOOD GIRL'S clothes, sizes 7-8 items.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
miles.
2400
500,
KAWASAKI
foot
square
1972
colors, from 5 cents
and Jr. 9-11. Phone 753-5866. AlfiC
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
753Phone
and up. Ross & Tuck Salvage, Extra sharp, $850.00.
BEST OFFER will take 1963
Jerry McCoy, owner 1502) 492A20C
Open 6 days a 7550.
Plymouth with 318 engine, 2
TFC Martin, Tenn.
8837.
week. Phone 901-587.4TWENTY-ONE eight weeks old barrel carburetor. Also new F
AKC REdISTERED peas, is pigs. phone 753.4710.
I
SeptemberIC
2420.
A16C high powered rifle scope with
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
months old, female. Phone 753haze filter and lens caps, $20.00.
Houses trimmed-formica tops DOG HOUSE, weather proofed. 1380 after 4:00 p.m.
A16C
Phone 733-6086 or can be seen atl
and doors-custom building and Medium sized, call 753-0503. Al4P
A15C
hass boat, 140 1206 South 16th Street.
GLASSMATE
remodeling. Quality workH.P. Mercury,foot control motor
manship. Phone 75316'
MARQUETTE
FOR SALE good used chain saw. USED
guide, power trim and carpet,
September 17C Phone 437-4161. 0790.
Al4C refrigerator-freezer, frost free. 1972 model. Colt pistol 357 1970
YAMAHA-250,
A 16C
Phone 753-2403.
magnum, Browning automatic 12 mileage, extra nice. With
DRESS MAKING and alterations GIRLS BICYCLE (26" and a
guage 3" magnum, 32" barrel, helmet, high rise bars and sissy ELECTRIC SERVICE man
in my home.Phone 436three speed bicycle. Call 753-5447
Will Be Open
full choke. Goose and duck bars,$450.00. Phone 753wanted. No motor rewinding, but
August21C after 5 p.m.
A14C
5525.
Al5P
decoys with camouflage net. Also 1877.
knowledge
motor
electric
Lowrance depth finder, pickup
Now is the best time to
required. Excellent opportunity
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & CAMPER SHORT wide, white,
truck, tool box behind cab.
child's future
your
consider
for
right person. Work on comrepair
7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Electric Complete pump
good one. $25.00, near Mount
1972 SUZUKI-350, excellent mission basis only. No phone
Phone 753-6995 after 5:00
in music. Beat the fall rush.
service. Let us check your old Olive Church one mile east of
753Phone
sell.
Located at North 15th and Olive,
Al6C condition. Must
p.m.
on
now
only
best
is
person
in
Apple
Selection
please.
calls
pump for you before you buy a Gobo Obin Riley.
A18P
A14P
former site of The Hut.
071.3 after 5:00p.m.
new, used, demonstrators,
to Mrs. B. B. Dill at Dill Electric,
new one. 24 hour emergency
We will be registering children, ages
enwhite
Theatre
In
etc.
Drive
GUTTERING,
Murray
SEAMI-F-CS
service. Phone 7531972 HONDA CB-175, excellent
3 years to school age, all week.
A16C
needs
never
finish,
trance.
enamel
August21C condition. Phone 753-1689. Al4C
5543.
BALDWIN
20", three
OPEN HOUSE will be held on
painting. Free estimate. Phone BOY'S BICYCLE,
Operated by Mrs. Jack
Excellent
old.
August 25th from 2 until 5
month
reg.
Piano
one
Spinet
speed,
Saturday,
7534407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
1973 HONDA CB-350, 500 miles,
for all interested persons.
995.00 688.00
condition. Phone 753-5890. Al5NC MURRAY CABLEVISION in- ( Milly)Ward.
'P.M.,
August23C
Murray.
Service,
TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- two months old. Call 767.Home organ rhythm
staller technician position. ExTucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, 6106.
Al6C
fiberglass body, perience preferred, but not ablessons, bench,
SALE THOMAS A. Edison air DUNE BUGGY,
Tennessee will do your stone
good, condition. For information solutely necessary. Complete
delivery 795.00
conditioners. 10.000 BTU,2184.25,
work. Large selections of stone. PEACH SEASON is about over.
piano.
Console
phone 753-4016 after 5:00
Sales,
A20C
Roby
resume Phone 753-5005
17,000 BUT, $233.00.
TFC
Phone 901-593-3534.
Al5C
Redskin peaches $6.00 a bushel,
' Save! 419.00
p.m.
ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
Highway 68, Benton, Kenare ready for canning a
August2IC
DEPENDABLE baby repair and sale. New Concord
tucky.
MATURE
=MALL
freezing now, but you had better
FOR SALE
TFC
•
TRAVEL TRAILER- sitter, needed in may' home Road, phone 753-8114.
New Spinet piano 444.00
hurry. We have apples, green
stove
has
6,
Friday
and
sleeps
Wednesday
Aristocraft,
Monday,
gate
panel
-slat
5
16FT.,
SPECIAL
piano.
Deluxe Console
beans, peas, corn, cucumbers,
$20.40, 14 ft., 5-slat panel gate and refrigerator and toilet. If mornings. References, own
777.00
choice of style
36" ATTIC or shop fan, $55.00, hot and sweet pepper, by the
new.
819.40,6 ft. chain link gate, $12.75, interested phone 753-0437 or 753- transportation required. 753organ.
fan,
window
Console
quality
buys it. Good
pound or bushel. Large waterAl4C 4186.
A16NC
ft. chain link gate $13.50, loft. 5670.
8
Save' 800.00
$20.00. Both like new. Phone 753- melons 99 cents. 10 pounds
chain link gate $14.60, 12 ft. chain
Al4C number one potatoes $1.49.
3202.
stock
link gate $15.40, 14 it chain link REGISTERED AND full
)11 LEASE
ULU
Fliping Hillbilly Barn, Union
harnpshire boars and gilts. Phone
gate
link
gate
16
chain
ft.
$16.50,
Too many to mention.
Al7C
SPECIAL 16 FT., 5-slat panel City, Tenn.
A16NC
753-9390.
$1.30.
post
$17.50. Also 6 ft. steel
Brands include Wurlitzer,
gate $20.40, 1.4 ft., 5-slat panel
,
Gulf Station
35 percent hog supplement( pellet
gate $19.40, 6 ft. chain link gate, VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe & Hammond, Lester,
liF I.P WANTED
coming up
or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
Good
potential,
many
and
Estey
Repair
&
Shoe
Baldwin,
Store
Western
$13.50,
gate
$12.75,8 ft. chain link
4
meal)
or
hog
pellet
(
points.
supplement
5
lease,
for
all.
sell
must
We
Pizza
Palace
others.
Tom's
10 ft. chain link gate $14.60, 12 R. Inc., next to
$13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each.
Contact Rudy Lovett
chain link gate $15.40, 14 ft. chain across from Central Shopping
41 per cent dairy concentrate
PROMISE
753-3571
OUR
If No Results:
Monday
9:00-9:00
Hours
Center.
link
chain
ft.
16
link gate $16.50,
worcattle
cwt.
Tramisol
$8.25
your
select
don't
1:00-6:00
Saturday,
you
If
gate $17.50. Also 6 ft. steel post through
mer boluses 65 cehts each.
instrument from Conrads,
$1.30. 35 percent hog supplement Sunday. Just arrived-3 styles
Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
either
probably
bells.
bush
jesui
will
style
you
,evislatest
I
per
40
(pellet or meal) 212.00 cut.
*
NOTICE
65 cents each. Rhodes Feed Mill
pay more or get less.
Before 5:00 p.m.
cent hog supplement (pellet or .lust arrived 10 new styles dress
A27NC
380,2393.
Cuba,
Kentucky.
55
meal)$13.00 cut. Fly blocks $2.20 shoes-solid leather. Westerns
Then
CON RAD'S PIANOS &
BIt
.each. 41 per cent dairy con- hats-Western clothes. . 10 per
Happy
sale on now throughout the
- ORGANS, INC.
{IIJTFERING BY -Sears.- Sears
-8entrats $6.25 rut. Tramt
seamless gutters, installed .per
cattle wormer blouses 65 cents store. 2 for 1 sale on Verde dress
219 Broadway
Sale. Wednesday Only
your specifications. Call Larry
each. Thibenzole cattle wormer boots and Roughout casual boots.
Of
percent 041 all Returned
Ky.
10
Paducah,
Four
$12.97
I,yles at 753-2310 for free
blouses 65 cents each. Rhodes ladies golf shoes.
Goan
No. 443-6453
Open toi 7 00 P M
TFC
estimate
Feed Meal Cuba, Kentucky. 382- tyles Western Jeans. 812.00
TV`

Leave your heavy cleaning
up to the experts at
SERVICE MASTER
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING
v Carpets
v Furniture
v Walls
v Windows
Call Collect for Free
Estimates
SERVICE MASTER
247-7333

CAIN GULF
UNION 76

uni*ri
2 Locations: 6th & Main
4th & Elm

SUPER JET
Whit.

_______

Help Wanted:
*
*
*
*
*
-Typist*
*

E70x14
F70x14
G70x14 & 15
H70x15

A60x13
F60x14 G60x14- & 11L60x14 & 15'

P.O. Box 32-W *
****************,

it

*PONTOON

!e
tit
c),

* FOR SALE

DUROCRAFT WITH CANOPY
Johnson
v 40
3
Very Good Buy at '1179.00

ot
'P

IC

Hwy 94E

nt
n,
tY
30
IC

22.95*
23.95*
24.95*
25.95*
19.95*
25.95*
4
26.95'
28.95*

Brent Bennett is no longer with
Hazel Tire Service

DARN ELI MARINE

3,

NOTICE

NOTICE

Ricky Lowe is on duty to
do your Service Work.

Ph. 753-3734

We are an Official Kentucky
Inspection Station.

HAZEL TIRE SERVICE
492-8708

!SQUIRREL SEASON
SPLIT SEASON
Opens. . .

August 18 thru October 31

November 15 thru December 31
-Daily Limitis 6-

eip Wanted t
Cashier or Waitress
Apply In Person 2-4
bowl Long John Silvers.
,

4

Univemity Day Care

Center

MIL

AUGUST 20

Phone 753-6199 Day or 753-4478 Nite

..
a
a
;Nancy Brittaini
:
: is now employed
.
.

911.

_

10t11.,

• OA,

...........,
ASSISTANT :
▪ MANAGER
: For Local Finance Co.
vG°iWorking
"Conditions
•
v Fringe Benefits •
. Anyone interested- •
753-1412
t
753-0435 after
_ 5 :

.
.
.
.
.
at
I.
If You Miss
Murray
Your Paper
Please Phone
Beauty Salon
Your
: No Appointment •
Paper Carrier
Necessary
First
: Phone 753-3142
Phone:
753-1916

Happy Ad
%%%%%%

1

113-7271
on 530 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

•••

'ay

. RYPHIiiIPS
LA/1
Mom and Dad
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KRAY, KENTUCKY

Fulton Banana Festival
To Be Held This Week

Schools ...
(Cestinued tom Page 1)

Ronnie Walker, Rebecca
the parade.
The Ilth annual International Aillowing
Williams, Frances Pinkley,
Tickets will be on sale for a
in
held
be
will
Festival
Banana
Dulcie
Nance,
Maurelle
luncheon,to be held at
the twin cities of Fulton, Ky., barbecue
Douglass, Linda Feltner, Enid
park, also. At 3 pin
and South Fulton, Tenn., on the
Sanders, Elaine Brown, Celia
Saturday, Fredd Waters and the
August 15-18.
Grogan, Jacquelyn Cassity,
New Movement will present a
consecutive
For the eleventh
Patricia Lassiter, Marion
show-at the high _school.
year, the people of the comBailey, Eva McDermott and
Saturdicy nigtil will feature
munity will unite efforts in
Jeannie Crittenden.
Initital contact has been
Etananarma Street dance
the
good
international
promoting
Faxon Elementary: Don
three bands playing
made with officials of Murray
will and understanding by in- with
Twila Dunn, Janice
Cothran,
State University which will
isr
downtown on Lake Street. The
banana
the
from
Brown,
students
viting
Tommy
Stubblefield,
provide for a semester of
producing countries into their festival will close with a
Mildred Lassiter, Mildred
Calloway County Public Library on Thursday, August 16, at
teacher orientation during the
horse show
THE SOUTHERN Harmony Singers of Benton will perform at the
homes to live as a part of their country-western
Betty Cassity, Martha
Dunn,
spring of 1974. This orientation
in the Reading Garden behind the library, weather permitting, and the public is asked to bring
Sunday at one p.m. at the
year
This
weeks.
two
for
family
Elizabeth Conley, Mary 7:30 p.m.The program will be held
Smith,
class will be for all teachers,
etc., for seating. The Singers are pictured above in the rose garden of the White House where they
riding ring.
there will be 25 high school Y.M.B.C.
Key, Toni Bohannon, Diana their own chairs, pillows,
grades 1-8, who will be moving
with a copy of the Southern Harmony Reprint by Dr. Glenn ('. Wilcox. The group was in Washington at
Nixon
President
presented
chaperone
their
and
Maxine Burkeen, and
students
Brown,
through 8.
into the three nevi elementary
the imitation of the Smithsonian Institution where they performed July 4
from San Pedro Sula, Honduras
Nancy Williams Lovett.
schools when they are comHoy
Elementary:
visiting in the Fulton comHazel
pleted. Some of the areas of
Eppel Underwood,
munities.
Cotbraa,
concentration will be Open
Crystal Parks, Jane Cothran,
The Princess Pageant will
Team
Instruction,
Space
Robinson,Gwyn Key, Kay
the four-day celebration
Edna
begin
Departand
Teacher
Charlene Curd, Tommy
Wednesday, with a countryLowe,
mentalization for 6, 7, and 8th
Greer, and Mary Ruth Mcwestern show featuring Mel
Otho White of -Hazel • died
grades.
Cuiston.
Tillis on Thursday, and a Monday about 10:30 p.m. He
Johnny
Elementary:
retired
Kirksey
The professional staff and
Miss Vera Pillow,84, a
concert in the Fulton High was a resident of Fern Terrace
assigr•ements are as follows: Bohannon, Nancy Lovett, Rita school teacher at Puryear,
WASHINGTON (AP) — Spe- Haldeman. "The contemporary tact after the break-in between School auditorium Friday night. Lodge where he was stricken ill
William B. Miller, Superin- Price, Mary Humphries, Tenn., died Sunday at 630 p.m. cial Watergate prosecutor Ar- evidence of that meeting should respondent and Mitchell ...."
The Governor's luncheon will and taken to the Murray—Meeting of June 30, 1972, be held Friday at noon and a Calloway County Hospital
tendent of School; Edward Rachel Neale, Ruth Potts, in Henry County General chibald Cox has given the pub- show the extent of the knowlthe where he was pronounced dead
featuring
Curd, Educational Supervisor; Lucile Potts, Annie Hopkins, Hospital. She resided at 304 N. lic his first detailed summary edge of the illegal activity by between Nixon, Mitchell and program
Charlie Lassiter, Director of Jimmy Nix, Marlene Beach, College St., Paris, Tenn.
of what he hopes to learn about the participants or any effort to Haldeman. Mitchell has testi- "Lakeside Singers," will be on arrival.
Helen Judy Darnell, Linnie Hooks, Funeral services are being Watergate from tape record- conceal the truth from the re- fied it concerned his impending presented Friday night.
_
.
Personnel;
Pupil
The deceased is survived by
resignation as campaign direcheld today at two p.m. at ings of presidential conversa- spondent (Nixon)."
Hogancamp, School Lunch and Margaret Sims.
The Guatemala official one daughter, Mrs. Mary
—Telephone call June 20, tor. It "strains credulity to sup- Marimba Band will be in Fulton Frances Lavender of Tipton,
Director; Bobby Berrill,
Lynn Grove Elementary: McEvoy Funeral Home, Paris, tions.
Elementary Music; Dixie Freed- Curd, Ruth Calhoun, Tenn., with burial in Oak Hill
Cox included the summary in from former Atty. Gen. John N. pose that Watergate and how for the entire festival, and will Ga.; two sons, Ralph White of
Betty Cemetery.
McDaniel,
- Hopkins, Wanda Roberts and Agnes
a 68-page argument filed Mon- Mitchell, then director of the Watergate affected Mitchell play each night at 10 p.m. for a Hazel and Robert White of
Robert Manor, Speech and Jacksep, Margaret Crawford,
A native Henry C,ountian, day in federal court in support President's re-election cam- and the campaign were not top- dance downtown in Fulton, Ky. Conmer, Ky.; one sister, Mrs.
Hearing Correctionists• J W. Juana'Dodson, Eleanor Miller, Miss Pillow was born Dec. lig of his request for a court miler paign, to Nixon. "This appar- ics of conversation."
Saturday will feature the Maude Grogan of Hazel; one
Jones and Patricia White, Janice Mortals Cooper, Larry 1888 in Henry County,
compelling President Nixon to ently was the first direct con—Meeting of March 13, 1973, Banana Parade, with floats and brother, Earlie White of Hazel;
Elementary Librarians; W. H. Lovett, and Randa Cun- daughter of the late Blant and surrender the tapes.
between Nixon, Dean and Hell area marching bands. Banana six grandchildren; seven great
Farmer ningham.
Adult
Betty Caldwell Pillow. She was
Brooks,
• Nixon refused to comply with
deman. Dean told the corn-I pudding will be served free to grandchildren.
Education; Lucille Ross, School
New Concord Elementary: a Baptist.
a subpoena from Cox demandmittee that Nixon said he had the public at the city oark
Funeral arrangements are
Nurse.
Survivors include five sisters, ing the tapes of nine presidenBobby Allen, Maxine Pool,
incomplete, but friends may
approved executive clemency
Mary
Mrs.
McDavis,
Barbara
Mrs. Erin
tial conversations.
High Dolly Redick,
call at the Miller Funeral
County
for E. Howard Hunt Jr. and
Calloway
McCage, Linda Hartsfield and Miss Lucille
U.S. District Court Judge
Home, Hazel.
that there would be no problem
School f Howard Crittenden, Cuiston, Lorene
Mrs. John J. Sirica gave the White
Eugene Patterson, Linda Hendrick, Pillow, all of Paris, Tenn.,
Feltner,
raising $1 million to buy the 11James
Grove,
Cottage
Sether,
of
.
Patricia
Cox
Ruby
Brinkley,
House. until Friday to file any
- ChanetiesrenoteParks, Milton Agee
Word has bens received- of lenee_ef lb.
Coleman, Martha Leet, Tenn., and Mrs. Clara Clement additional arguments and
.
Walston, Larry Paschall, Mac
•
•
death of Mrs. Beulah May ants.
the
Winchester.
of Flint, Mich.; and two scheduled courtroom debate for
Geraldine Myers, Jane Sisk, and Margaret
—Two meetington Margb 21,
Evans, formerly of Calloway
of
Pillow
office
administrative
Harold
brothers,
Other
Aug. 22.
N.P. Paschall, Joann Woods
County, who died Sunday at the 1973. Participants included Nixare Lorene Falwell, Whitlock, Tenn., and Ernest
(Continued from Page 1)
The tapes demanded by Cox
David Lanier, Sue Adams, Jo personnel
in on, Dean, Haldeman, EhrlichHospital,
Bronson
Maine.
cover eight meetings and one
Committee and director of
Ziegler,
L
Ronald
Mathis, Pam McGaughey, Paulette Woodall and Lithe Pillow of Raymond,
arid
man
73
was
She
Mich.
Kalamazoo,
telephone conversation between
WASHINGTON (AP -- In a Agribusiness. He will be
Betty Riley, June Wilson, Dunn.
years of age and had been in ill presidential press secretary.
after
days
three
1972,
M,
June
Douglas
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